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Abstract

A novel aluminum foam-polymer hybrid material was developed by filling a 10 pore per inch (0.39 pores per millimeter), 7% relative density Duocel® open-cell aluminum foam with a thermoplastic polymer of trade name Elvax®. The hybrid was developed to be completely recyclable and easy to process. The foam was solution treated, air quenched and then aged for various times at 180°C and 220°C to assess the effect of heat treatment on the mechanical properties of the foam and to choose the appropriate aging condition for the hybrid fabrication. An increase in yield strength, plateau height and energy absorbed was observed in peak-aged aluminum foam in comparison with under-aged aluminum foam. Following this result, aluminum foam was utilized either at the peak-aged condition of 4 hrs at 220°C or in the as-fabricated condition to fabricate the hybrid material. Mechanical properties of the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid and the parent materials were assed through uniaxial compression testing at static (\(\dot{\varepsilon} = 0.008 s^{-1}\)) and dynamic (\(\dot{\varepsilon} = 100 s^{-1}\)) loading rates. The damping characteristics of aluminum foam-polymer hybrid and aluminum foam were also obtained by compression-compression cyclic testing at 5 Hz. No benefit to the mechanical properties of aluminum foam or the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid was obtained by artificial aging to peak-aged condition compared to as-fabricated foam. Although energy absorption efficiency is not enhanced by hybrid fabrication, the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid displayed enhanced yield stress, densification stress and total energy absorbed over the parent materials. The higher densification stress was indicative that the hybrid was a better energy absorbing material at higher stress than the aluminum foam. The aluminum foam was found to be strain rate independent unlike the hybrid where the visco-elasticity of the polymer component contributed to its strain rate dependence. The damping properties of both aluminum foam and the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid materials were found to be amplitude dependant with the hybrid material displaying superior damping capability.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Although currently there are over 40 000 materials available for a designer to choose from [Ashby 1992] gaps in material properties still exist. The presence of gaps is especially true when a combination of properties (e.g. weight and stiffness) is required [Ashby and Bréchet 2003]. These gaps can be filled by producing new alloys and polymers, however this can be difficult and expensive, or an easier way is the design of new hybrid materials [Ashby and Bréchet 2003]. Hybrid materials, an amalgamation of two or more monolithic materials combined in a predetermined shape and scale, display properties which are a combination of those displayed by the parent materials [Kromm et al. 2002]. In filling in the gaps in material properties hybrid materials open new design possibilities and concepts hitherto not possible with monolithic materials. There is therefore much interest in the development and production of hybrid materials.

The term hybrid material encompasses both traditional composite materials, like carbon fiber reinforced polymer matrices and shape based material combinations, such as sandwich panels (i.e. solid face sheets separated by a foam core) [Ashby and Bréchet 2003]. This term was chosen as the combination of the two materials in this work fits well with its definition. Similar materials reported on in literature are also referred to as hybrid materials throughout the course of this work.

Aluminum foam, a hybrid material in its own right (i.e. metal-air), is used on its own or as a component in other hybrid structures in both structural and impact applications due to its high mass specific stiffness and excellent energy absorption properties [Harte et al. 1999, Hassen et al. 2000, Andrews et al. 2001, Tagarielli et al. 2004, and Wang et al. 2006]. It can be fabricated with open (i.e. interconnected network of empty space) or closed cells (i.e. empty space closed off from neighboring cells) [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. An open cell network leaves open the possibility of filling with a
second material. Thermosetting polymers with their relatively low weight and high energy absorption
and damping capacities have been utilized by other researchers to create a new hybrid material
showing an increase in energy absorption [Cheng and Han 2003, and Kwon et al. 2003]. Increasingly
however, environmental considerations are also factors in material selection. As thermosets are not
recyclable it is the aim of this study to produce an aluminum foam-polymer hybrid material from a
thermoplastic polymer which can be separated from the aluminum via melting and allow both
materials to be recycled separately.

There has been much interest in aluminum foam and aluminum foam based hybrids for structural
and impact protection applications in the automotive, railway and aerospace industries [Banhart 2001,
Cheng and Han 2003, Krishna 2007]. These newly developed materials could help contribute to
increased safety, comfort and weight savings. Important in the design for these applications is the
knowledge of the mechanical response of the hybrid materials under static and dynamic loading
conditions as well as the hybrid’s ability to absorb vibrations (i.e. damping capacity). With a newly
developed hybrid the material properties are not known. It is therefore an aim to characterize the
mechanical response of the model hybrid material under static and dynamic loading conditions, and to
determine the damping capacity by way of cyclic testing.
Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

The present research focuses on producing an aluminum foam-polymer hybrid material and the examining of its mechanical properties in comparison with its parent materials. In this chapter the concept of hybrid materials is presented followed by background on the types of mechanical testing performed on the model hybrid material. These include static and dynamic compression testing as well as damping capacity studies. Aluminum foam is the backbone of the hybrid material and therefore a solid background on aluminum foam is provided. Polymer properties followed by a brief summary of some aluminum foam composite materials round off the chapter.

2.2 Hybrid Material Concept

Hybrid materials expand the range of properties over those provided by monolithic materials [Ashby 1992]. A hybrid material is an amalgamation of two or more existing materials in a predetermined geometry and scale [Ashby and Bréchet 2003]. The properties of the resultant material are a combination of the parent materials’ [Ashby and Bréchet 2003]. All materials which fit this description in literature will be labeled as hybrid materials for the purpose of this study. From the concept introduced by Ashby and Bréchet [2003] a schematic of possible hybrid properties, based on the component materials, is seen in Figure 2.1. In the ideal case the hybrid material possesses the best properties of the component materials shown as ‘A’. This occurs in composites such as galvanized steel where the full strength of steel is retained along with the corrosion resistance of zinc. In many structural composites, such as long fiber reinforced composites loaded in the direction of the fibers, the “rule of mixtures” is the best that can be achieved. This is shown as ‘B’. The point ‘C’ denotes the
harmonic mean of the component properties, a relationship found in particle reinforced composites. The worst case scenario is ‘D’ where the worst properties of each component are demonstrated in the hybrid material.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.1:** Hybrid properties due to possible combinations of hybrid component properties. The combination of the best of the component properties result in ‘A’ and the combination of the worst result in ‘D’. [Ashby and Bréchet 2003]

The expanded range of properties allow for the development of new design possibilities to meet the demanding requirements of present and future applications [Ashby and Bréchet 2003]. In the majority of structural and crashworthiness applications, aluminum foam is combined with other materials such as aluminum extrusions and aluminum face sheets [Hanssen et al. 2002]. Components made from aluminum foam and aluminum foam hybrid materials are used in light weight construction of structural panels and energy absorbing devices in the automotive, aerospace and railway industries [Gioux et al. 2000, Fuganti et al. 2000, Banhart 2001, Kretz et al. 2002, Miyoshi et al. 2002, Hanssen et al. 2002a, Fraunhofer USA—Delaware 2002, Chirwa et al. 2003, Wang et al. 2006 and NASA]. The following provides exemplar applications. The car manufacturer Karmann use 3-D foam
sandwich panels to replace the front bulk head and rear wall in a prototype car [Banhart 2001]. Kretz et al. [2002] show how lining the inside of an automobile A-pillar with foam can reduce injury to the head of an occupant in roll-over situations (~ 20 km/hr). Automotive crash boxes made from aluminum foam filled extrusions can reduce damage to the chasis under low speed impacts (~ 15 km/hr) [Fuganti et al. 2000]. NASA utilizes open-cell aluminum foams in the design of blast containers [NASA]. Trains in Japan have 2.3 m³ of aluminum foam to improve crash energy absorption [Banhart 2001]. Sandwich panels can also be employed as energy absorbers for blast waves [Vaidya 2006] and as construction components in mobile military protective structures allowing for blast protection and easy portability [Sierakowski and Hughes 2006]. Machine designers make use of the damping capacity of aluminum foam to reduce the noise and vibrations produced [Banhart 2001].

2.3 Testing Methods

In the applications listed for aluminum foam and aluminum foam hybrid materials the components are usually subject to compressive loading at various rates of deformation. This is reflected in the testing performed on the model hybrid material. This section gives background on the types of mechanical testing performed and includes static and dynamic compression testing as well as damping capacity studies.

2.3.1 Static Compression Testing

A simple way to obtain material deformation behaviour under an imposed load is to perform a static test [Doman 2004]. The most common types of testing apparatuses employ hydraulic, pneumatic or servo-mechanical power to compress or extend the specimen [Doman 2004]. Typically to be considered a static test, the strain rate must be less than 10⁻¹ s⁻¹ [Dieter 1986]. The engineering
strain rate ($\varepsilon$) is a function of crosshead speed ($v_{crosshead}$) and specimen height ($h_{specimen}$) in the following manner [Tan et al. 2005]

$$
\varepsilon = \frac{v_{crosshead}}{h_{specimen}} 
$$

(2.1)

The important properties obtained from the static tests are the elastic modulus, yield strength, plateau strength and the absorbed energy at a certain stress or strain.

### 2.3.2 Dynamic Compression Testing

Dynamic testing is performed to determine the behaviour of materials at high strain rates [Doman 2004]. This knowledge is important when designing for crash or blast loadings [Doman 2004]. There are many dynamic tests available each with advantages and limitations. One such method for low velocity impacts is a falling weight impactor [Cronin 2006]. There is a variety of falling weight impactors. Some masses are hung on the bottom of a pendulum producing a horizontal impact [Montanini 2005]. A drop tower produces a vertical impact [Lifshitz et al. 1995]. The actual impactor can be either a “dart” or an “anvil”. A “dart” impactor is spherical. Typically a plate is clamped and tested for penetration [Lifshitz et al. 1995]. Impacting with an “anvil” is the configuration that is used for the aluminum foam and model aluminum foam-polymer hybrid in this study. The drop tower contains a mass and an anvil (or dart) which is raised above the specimen. The weight maintains horizontal alignment with guide rails. Upon release the mass falls impacting the specimen. It is assumed that the mass of the specimen is negligible with respect to the falling weight [Hsiao and Daniel 1998]. The benefit of such testing devices is the ability to test final parts (if size permits and the correct clamping mechanisms are employed) and the ease with which the strain rate is varied [Hsiao and Daniel 1998].
There are many methods of instrumenting a falling weight impactor. An accelerometer can be placed in the anvil [Lifshitz et al. 1994]. The accelerations produced on the known mass of the anvil are utilized to determine the load [Hsiao and Daniel 1998]. The acceleration signal can also be integrated twice to get displacement [Hsiao and Daniel 1998]. Displacement of the anvil can be measured with optical sensors [Lifshitz et al. 1994]. The signal can then be differentiated twice to yield acceleration of the anvil [Lifshitz et al. 1994]. With the acceleration and the known anvil mass, the load is determined. Load cells in the base can also be used [Found et al. 1998].

These impact devices are sensitive to contact conditions and produce ringing and vibrations in the signal upon impact [Hsiao and Daniel 1998]. Lifshitz et al. [1994] and Shin et al. [1999] state that the high frequency ringing is due to one of the natural modes of vibration of the impactor and does not represent actual loads placed on the specimen. Filtering of data can be performed. However, it is noted that filtering of the data must be done very carefully to not discard actual test data [Found et al. 1998].

### 2.3.3 Damping Capacity Studies

The knowledge of material damping capacity is important for material selection in applications such as reducing noise from machine vibrations [Banhart 2001]. When cyclic loading is applied, inelasticity results in energy dissipation, which is reflected in different parts of the loading and unloading curves and the resultant hysteresis loop [Lazan 1964]. Sub-resonant and resonant experiments are performed to obtain this stress-strain hysteresis loop [Nowick and Berry 1972]. Sub-resonant experiments were utilized in this study for reasons of machine availability.

Sub-resonant experiments involve placing a specimen in forced vibration and measuring the stress and strain amplitudes. The square of the frequency of the forced vibration $\omega^2$, must be much smaller than the square of the specimen resonant frequency $\omega_r^2$ (i.e. $\omega^2 \ll \omega_r^2$). These experiments,
although the best way to measure visco-elasticity or anelasticity, are difficult if the damping is small [Nowick 1972]. This method works for polymers and on metals at high stress amplitudes where the plastic strain energy is large enough to be measured accurately [Morrow 1964]. Sub-resonant tests on metals and polymers can be performed on conventional uniaxial testing machines capable of cyclic loading [Morrow 1964 and Shen et al. 2001]. The most common resonant experiment is free vibration [Nowick and Berry 1972]. Such experiments excite vibrations in the specimen and then measure the frequency and decay of the free vibrations upon removal of the excitation force [Nowick and Berry 1972]. Damping is related to the decay of these free vibrations [Nowick and Berry 1972].

It should be noted that damping measurements are affected by many factors such as damping of the testing device, damping due to air resistance as well as the damping of the specimen [Banhart et al. 1996]. This makes comparison between the results of tests performed on different machines difficult and a comparison of results can only accurately be performed on specimens tested on the same machine or on machines that have eliminated all extraneous sources of damping [Banhart et al. 1996].

2.4 Aluminum Foam

Foams belong to a group of materials called cellular solids. Cellular solids are defined as having a porosity > 0.7 [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. Natural foams are produced by plants and animals such as cork or bone [Ashby 1983]. Man made foams can be manufactured from a variety of materials such as ceramics, polymers and metals [Ashby 1983]. There are two categories of foams: open-cell and closed-cell foams [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. In this work the foams of interest are open-cell aluminum foams. However, closed-cell foams are cheaper to produce [Banhart 2001] and much more prevalent in literature and are therefore also reviewed. Included in this section are fabrication methods, foam characteristics, mechanical properties and some applications of aluminum foams.
2.4.1 Fabrication Methods

There are many methods of fabricating aluminum foams. The following section highlights five of the most common methods for both open and closed-cell foam fabrication. Figure 2.2 shows the foam structure produced by each method.

As the name suggests open-cell foams contain an interconnected network of cells or pores. The most common open-cell foams available are those produced by casting [Montanini 2005]. Casting aluminum into a foam structure is performed in one of two ways: a) through the use of space holders, b) through investment casting. Space holder material varies from soluble salts and sand pellets to polymers. The space holders form an interconnected network which is preheated then infiltrated under pressure or vacuum with molten aluminum. The space holders are then removed. The use of space holders allows tight control over the distribution of pore sizes. However maximum porosities of only 80% can be achieved [Banhart 2001]. Investment casting allows for the same homogeneous distribution of cell sizes produced by casting around space holders but can produce porosities up to 97% [Banhart 2001]. In investment casting methods, polymer foam of desired porosity and pore size is filled with plaster which is then fired to burn off the polymer. Molten aluminum is allowed to fill the voids in the plaster. The plaster is removed revealing an exact copy of the polymer foam made out of aluminum. Duocel® and M-PORE® are commercially available foams manufactured by investment casting [Montanini 2005].

Closed-cell foams have closed pores. There are numerous methods of producing closed-cell foams. For direct foaming of metals, liquid metal is foamed and cooled while maintaining the foam structure [Banhart 2001]. In these methods thickening of the aluminum melt with ceramic particles before foaming is performed to help maintain the foam structure until solidification occurs [Banhart 2001]. Foaming is accomplished by one of two methods, either by injecting gas or adding blowing agents into molten aluminum. In the first method gas is injected while the liquid is rapidly mixed. The foam
floats to the top where it is extracted and rapidly quenched to retain its structure [Banhart 2001]. This process can produce average cell sizes varying between 3 to 20 mm in diameter and porosities as high as 97%. Gravity induces gradients in density, pore size and pore elongation [Banhart 2001]. Foams produced by this method have been available from Alcan®, Norsk-Hydro® and Cymat® [Montanini 2005]. Gravity effects can be reduced by using a blowing agent, as used in the second method of direct foaming. In this method a blowing agent, typically titanium hydride (TiH$_2$), is added to liquid aluminum. The liquid is held at constant pressure and the heat releases the blowing agent. The pressure is maintained until solidification is complete. These foams, available under the trade name Alporas®, produce some of the most homogeneous closed-cell foams with porosities up to 94% and cells sizes ranging from 2 to 10 mm [Banhart 2001].

Another method of producing closed-cell foam is the powder compact melting technique developed at the Fraunhofer-Institute. The process involves premixing metal powders and blowing agents. The powders are compacted and placed in a mold. Heat melts the powders and the blowing agents decompose. This process can produce foams with porosities between 75% and 90% [Banhart 2001]. Commercially available Alulight® and Schunk® foams are produced in this manner.
2.4.2 Foam Characteristics

Relative density, foam morphology and pore size depend on the method of fabrication. These characteristics affect foam physical and mechanical properties. Among these relative density is the most important characteristic which affects mechanical properties of foams [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. Relative density is the ratio of foam density ($\rho^*$) to solid material density ($\rho_s$), i.e. $\rho^*/\rho_s$, and relates to porosity simply by $(1 - \rho^*/\rho_s)$ [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. Considering foam morphology, although cell shapes can vary substantially in variously fabricated foams, they are idealized as tetrakaidecahedral for theoretical analysis of foam deformation [Andrews et al. 1999, Li et al. 2006, and Gong and Kyriakides 2006]. In real foams, equiaxed cells produce isotropic material.

Figure 2.2: Images of aluminum foams produced using the five methods described: a) casting around space holders, b) investment casting, c) foaming by gas injection, d) foaming with blowing agents, e) powder compact melting technique.
response and, conversely, elongated cells produce anisotropic material response [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. From Figure 2.2 b) it is seen that the cells in open-cell foams produced through investment casting have a relatively uniform shape. Duocel®, which is the foam used in this study, is found to contain few morphological defects such as cracks in cell walls and cell wall wiggles [Andrews et al. 1999, Nieh et al. 2000]. Closed-cell foams have varying cell shape and show significant morphological defects [Sugimura et al. 1997, McCullough et al. 1999, Andrews et al. 1999, Olurin et al. 2000 and Gioux et al. 2000]. In Fraunhofer foams major defects including cracks spanning 10 cells or more are also found [Andrews 1999]. Although there are exceptions pore size generally has little importance on most mechanical properties and is given in pores per inch (ppi) or pores per millimeter (ppm) [Gibson and Ashby 1997].

Some of the key physical properties of aluminum foam are those considered as thermal and electrical properties. Gibson and Ashby [1997] mention that in general foams have low thermal conductivities which are proportional to relative density. This is confirmed by both Paek et al. [2000] and Feng et al.[2003]. Paek et al. [2000] also find the permeability to fluid flow of the foam varies with porosity and cell size, increasing as both foam parameters increase. The effect of porosity has the same impact on electrical conductivity [Gibson and Ashby 1997, Goodall et al. 2006]. Dharmasena and Wadley [2002] confirm this and note conductivity is further decreased with larger node (i.e. point where ligaments connect) sizes.

2.4.3 Mechanical Properties of Aluminum Foams

2.4.3.1 General Considerations

Mechanical properties of foams are the focus of this work and hence they are described in detail in the following sections. As Duocel® open-cell foam is studied in this work, both on its own and as part of the model hybrid material (due to its open network), the main focus of the section on

In section 2.4.3.2 the stress-strain behaviour of aluminum foams under static and dynamic compressive loading is reviewed with attention given to the elastic modulus, yield and plateau strength. Section 2.4.3.3 details the energy absorption of aluminum foam under compressive loading conditions and includes research findings at both static and dynamic loading conditions. This is followed by a review of the possibility of age hardening aluminum foam to alter the stress-strain and energy absorption behaviour at static and dynamic loading conditions in section 2.4.3.4. Finally in section 2.4.3.5 damping mechanisms and damping of aluminum foam is covered.

2.4.3.2 Stress-Strain Behaviour Under Compression

Gibson and Ashby [1997] develop a simple cubic unit cell model to predict many normalized mechanical properties of foam structures. The cubic unit cell depicting an open-cell foam can be seen in Figure 2.3. In the model, the cell has a side length $l$ and a square wall cross section of thickness $t$. The purpose of the model is to yield scaled relationships based on bulk material properties and relative density. The relative density of the unit cell is given by [Gibson and Ashby 1997]:

$$\frac{\rho^*}{\rho_s} \propto \left(\frac{t}{l}\right)^2$$

(2.2)
Compressive deformation of aluminum foam produces a distinctive type of stress-strain curves. Important mechanical properties including the elastic modulus, yield and plateau strengths are obtained from these curves. Figure 2.4 a) shows a schematic of a typical aluminum foam stress-strain curve displaying the three regions characteristic of a plastic foam [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. Region I is linear-elastic followed by a plastic collapse plateau in Region II. Region II is truncated by densification of the foam in Region III. The stress-strain curve for brittle foams has a similar shape and contains the same three regions. However, a significant stress peak is observed at the end of Region I and Region II is rough with many stress peaks and valleys shown in Figure 2.4 b) [Gibson and Ashby 1997].
Golovin and Sinning [2003] break Region I down further into two sub regions. Figure 2.6 shows the two sub regions on a log-log plot. Region Ia is purely elastic while Region Ib is elasto-plastic showing microplastic deformation. The initial linear-elastic behaviour of aluminum foam is dependant on relative density. For open-cell foams the initial linear-elastic deformation produces a
heterogeneous strain distribution [Zhou et al. 2004a] and is controlled by cell wall bending [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. The equation the elastic modulus (\( E^* \)) for open-cell foam normalized by the elastic modulus of the bulk material (\( E_s \)) is

\[
\frac{E^*}{E_s} = \left( \frac{\rho^*}{\rho_s} \right)^2
\]

In the region beyond linear-elasticity but before yielding (or according to Golovin and Sinning [2003] Region Ib) no visible permanent deformation is observed, however dislocation slip bands can be seen on the surface of some of the struts under scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [Zhou et al. 2004b].

![Figure 2.5: The subdivision of Region I into a linear elastic region (i.e. Region Ia) and an elasto-plastic region (i.e. Region Ib). [Golovin and Sinning 2003]](image)

Plastic collapse of cell walls occurs when the moment exerted on the cell edges is higher than their plastic moment leading to the formation of plastic hinges and subsequent cell wall buckling [Gibson and Ashby 1997] and signals the end of Region I and the beginning of Region II. The plastic collapse strength occurring at the beginning of Region II is taken as the foam yield strength (\( \sigma^* \)) by some researchers [Andrews et al. 1999 and Olurin et al. 2000]. Lehmus and Banhart [2003] define the yield
stress as the maximum observed stress up to a strain of 0.05. The model predicting $\sigma^*$ for open-cell foams is related to the bulk aluminum yield strength ($\sigma_s$) by [Gibson and Ashby 1997]

$$\frac{\sigma^*}{\sigma_s} = C_2 \left(\frac{\rho^*_s}{\rho_s}\right)^{3/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

where $C_2 = 0.3$ is a constant [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. Ideally a constant stress of $\sigma^*$ is assumed over the length of the plateau. In reality a steady increase in stress due to hardening of the cell wall material is observed [Sugimura et al. 1997], although the stress may initially drop slightly from $\sigma^*$ [Zhou et al. 2005a]. During compression in the plateau region Duocel® open-cell foam displays heterogeneous deformation [Zhou et al. 2004a and Krishna et al. 2007]. The foam crushes in discrete bands in which the localized strain is greater than the macroscopic strain level [Zhou et al. 2004a].

At the end of Region II the collapse and deformation of cell walls becomes significant enough that the walls begin to touch, i.e. densification begins [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. Region III is characterized by the densification process of the foam where by porosity is removed [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. However the removal of all porosity from the foam during a compression test is difficult and rarely achieved [Brydon et al. 2005]. The densified foam behaves as a solid material requiring large stresses for further compression. Foam densification occurs at the densification strain $e_d$. The point at which the foam densifies is not well defined and the definition is found to vary between researchers. Common methods of determining the densification strain (or stress) based on the stress-strain response are by visual inspection [Maiti et al. 1984 and Nieh et al. 2000], at a stress 1.5 times the stress value at a strain of 0.5 [Andrews et al. 1998 and Krishna et al. 2007]. The former method utilizes the point of intersection of the slope of the plateau region and that of the densification region as the point of densification. This is can be inaccurate as the slope of the plateau can be suppressed by increasing the scale on the stress axis thus changing the point of densification. The
latter method is better as the point of densification remains constant regardless of the choice of scale, however as noted by the authors this method is arbitrary. Other researchers choose an arbitrary strain and utilize this as the densification point [Paul and Ramamurty 2000 and Lehmus et al. 2002a]. In structural applications the densification point is not as important as the yield point. However in energy absorption applications the point of densification is important and compression beyond densification is to be avoided due to the sharp increase in stress [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. The Cushion factor (C) is the ratio of peak stress to energy absorbed [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. It is fully defined in Section 2.4.3.3. In this study the point of densification is chosen as the point where the minimum Cushion factor occurs. This methodology is similar to the one employed by Hansson et al. [2000] and Fuganti et al. [2000] who define that the maximum useful displacement (d_{max}) occurs at the point of maximum Total Efficiency (T_E). Where T_E is approximately equivalent to 1/C. Hansson et al. [2000] also define a Stroke Efficiency (S_E) as d_{max} divided by the total length (l). This is equivalent to the definition of densification strain utilized in this work. Gibson and Ashby [1997] also use a similar definition where the densification stress is taken as the shoulder of the energy absorption curve (i.e. the point of highest energy absorbed to peak stress). Although ideally these are the same points, reading the shoulder point from the graph can give different results depending on what scale for the axis is chosen.

2.4.3.2.1 Stress-Strain Behaviour under Static Compression Testing

Duocel® open-cell foams display the characteristic stress-strain curve of typical plastic foams shown in Figure 2.4 a) [Andrews et al. 1999]. The elastic modulus of Duocel® foam is well predicted by equation 2.3 [Andrews et al. 1999, Despois et al. 2006]. Similar to the elastic modulus, the yield strength of Duocel® foam is closely predicted by equation 2.4 due to the homogenous cell structure [Andrews et al. 1999, Despois et al. 2006]. The strong dependence of Duocel® foam elastic modulus
and yield strength on relative density and little dependence of these properties on cell size are confirmed by Nieh et al. [2000]. Higher relative densities are also found shorten the plateau in open-cell aluminum foams [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. Unlike Duocel®, in open-cell foams created by the space holder method, foam yield strength and plateau height show a dependence on pore size [Bin et al. 2007].

The stress-strain curves of closed-cell foams display either plastic or brittle fracture depending on foam fabrication and microstructure [Sugimura et al. 1997, Miyoshi et al. 2002 and Banhart and Baumeister 1998]. Variations in porosity of closed-cell foams result in heterogeneous elastic modulus and yield strength values throughout the specimen [Beals and Thompson 1997, Koza et al. 2003]. Many researchers have noted the low experimental values of elastic modulus and yield strength compared to the values predicted by the mechanical models developed for closed cell foams [Yu et al. 1998, Andrews et al. 1999, McCullough et al. 1999, Lu and Ong 2001, Olurin et al. 2000, Sugimura et al. 1997, and Werther et al. 2006]. This is attributed to stress concentrations occurring at the nodes [McCullough et al. 1999] and morphological defects in the foam such as curvature in the cell edges and cracks [Yu et al. 1998, Andrews et al. 1999, Lu and Ong 2001, Olurin et al. 2000, Sugimura et al. 1997, and Werther et al. 2006]. As with open-cell foams, higher relative densities shorten the plateau [Gibson and Ashby 1997].

2.4.3.2.2 Stress-Strain Behaviour under Dynamic Compression Testing

Strain rate sensitivity of foam mechanical behaviour is highly dependant on cell morphology and cell wall microstructure [Dannemann and Lankford Jr. 2000]. Duocel® is found to be strain rate insensitive (i.e. independent of strain rate) over a wide range of strain rates and therefore displays mechanical properties such as yield and plateau strengths similar to those observed in static testing [Deshpande and Fleck 2000, Dannemann and Lankford Jr. 2000, McArthur et al. 2003, Lee et al.
The strain rate up to which the mechanical properties of Duocel® remain insensitive is inconsistent among published data. Deshpande and Fleck [2000] find the mechanical properties of a 7% relative density foam with 20 ppi to be insensitive to strain rate up to strain rates of 5000 s\(^{-1}\). However, a 40 ppi foam with the same relative density is found to have mechanical properties that are insensitive to strain rate only up to strain rates of approximately 1200 s\(^{-1}\) [Dannemann and Lankford Jr. 2000, McArthur et al. 2003]. McArthur et al. [2003] note that a noticeable increase in the mechanical properties occurs for the same porosity and relative density with strain rates at and above 1500 s\(^{-1}\) (i.e. strain rate dependant). They also test a 10 ppi and 11% relative density Duocel® foam and find the mechanical properties to be insensitive to strain rate for strain rates up to 1500 s\(^{-1}\) (maximum rate tested for this foam). The authors suggest that perhaps the pore size has an effect on strain rate sensitivity. This assumption is in contradiction with the findings of Zihua et al. [2006] who report strain rate sensitivity does not vary with cell size and find little strain rate sensitivity of mechanical properties for strain rates up to 1900 s\(^{-1}\) for higher relative densities (\(\rho^* / \rho_s = 25\%\) to 30\%). Lee et al. [2006] perform a series of tests on Duocel® 7% relative density foam with 40 ppi at strain rates up to 3300 s\(^{-1}\) and observe that the mechanical properties are insensitive to strain rate supporting the findings of Deshpande and Fleck [2000]. Similar to Duocel®, the mechanical properties of M-PORE® investment cast open-cell aluminum foam are found to be strain rate independent up to a strain rate of 100 s\(^{-1}\) for relative densities ranging between 5 and 8 % [Montanini 2005]. Yi et al. [2001] test open-cell foams fabricated by a powder metallurgical method at strain rates of \(10^3\) s\(^{-1}\) to 2600 s\(^{-1}\). The rate sensitivity of the foam mechanical properties are found to be \(\rho^* / \rho_s\) dependant with higher relative densities producing a larger dependence of mechanical properties on strain rate [Yi et al. 2001].
The rate sensitivity of the mechanical properties in strain rate dependant closed-cell foams is due to the suppression of the compliant buckling modes of failure and gas trapped in the pores [Dannemann and Lankford Jr. 2000, Tan et al. 2005]. Closed-cell Alporas® foams are sensitive to strain rate displaying an increase in yield stress from rates as low as $3 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$ up to $2.5 \times 10^{3}$ s$^{-1}$ [Mukai et al. 1999, Dannemann and Lankford Jr. 2000, Paul and Ramamurty]. Recently Mukai et al. [2006], note that the sensitivity of the yield strength increases for larger relative densities. However the plateau stress of the lower density foam shows higher rate sensitivity. Cymat® is found to be insensitive to strain rate in the ranges of $10^{-3}$ – $10$ s$^{-1}$ [Ruan et al. 2002]. However at higher strain rates (~ 100 s$^{-1}$) the yield stress of Cymat® is found to increase and the stress plateau becomes shorter even though the height of the plateau remains unchanged [Montanini 2005]. Montanini [2005] tests Schunk® foams at 100 s$^{-1}$ and finds significant rate sensitivity. This is in contrast to Alulight®, produced by a similar process as Schunk®, which is found to be rate insensitive under strain rates up to 5000 s$^{-1}$ [Deshpande and Fleck 2000]. A study by Miyoshi et al. [2002] illustrates the effect microstructure has on rate sensitivity by adding zinc and magnesium to a closed-cell aluminum foam. The base foam exhibits slight rate dependence at $1.38 \times 10^{2}$ s$^{-1}$ while the new alloy shows no rate sensitivity.

### 2.4.3.3 Energy Absorption under Compression

The long stress plateau typical of the stress-strain curves of aluminum foams gives rise to excellent energy absorption properties [Gibson and Ashby 1997 and Song and Nutt 2005]. Damage to an object is caused when a critical force (or acceleration) level is exceeded [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. The ability to absorb energy at a force below this critical level is paramount to the protection of the object [Gibson and Ashby 1997, Fuganti et al. 2000]. The force of an impact is directly related through geometry to the stress in the foam [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. Figure 2.6 shows why foams are much better than solid materials at providing damage protection. For a given stress foams always absorb
more energy than a solid due to the bending, buckling and fracture of the foam cell walls [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. The following section is based on the analysis of energy absorption properties of cellular materials by Gibson and Ashby [1997].

![Stress-strain curves for both an elastic solid and a foam showing the difference in energy per unit volume absorbed at the same stress level](image)

**Figure 2.6:** Stress-strain curves for both an elastic solid and a foam showing the difference in energy per unit volume absorbed at the same stress level [Gibson and Ashby 1997].

The compression of aluminum foam under an applied force results in work. The work per unit volume ($W$) up to a strain of $e$ is the area under the stress-strain curve. It is calculated in the following manner

$$W = \int_0^e \sigma(e) de$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

Little energy absorption occurs in the initial linear elastic region. Energy absorption in the plateau region accounts for the majority of energy absorbed by the specimen. Plastic deformation of aluminum foams at near constant stress in the plateau region translates into energy dissipated at near constant stress. Ideally for better energy absorption the stress-strain curve would be perfectly
horizontal from $e = 0$ to $e_d$. After densification modest increase in energy absorption is accompanied by large stress increases.

Considering impact conditions (i.e. strain rates in the range of $10^1$ to $10^4$ s$^{-1}$), there is an optimum foam density to absorb energy efficiently [Gibson and Ashby]. This is illustrated in Figure 2.7 where three foams of different relative densities are shown schematically. The stress and strain at which an amount of energy $W$ is absorbed is shown for all three densities. This shows that if too weak of a material is chosen the required amount of energy absorbed is more than that under the plateau, the foam densifies and the force increases sharply before all energy is absorbed. If however too strong of a material is chosen the load becomes too large before all the required energy is absorbed. The most efficient foam is shown to have the middle density. Here the full plateau is employed in energy absorption while $e < e_d$ and the load transferred to the object is minimized (i.e. $(\sigma_p)_2 < (\sigma_p)_1$ and $(\sigma_p)_3$ where $\sigma_p$ represents the peak, i.e. highest recorded stress for the chosen value $W$ calculated from 0 strain).
Figure 2.7: Schematic of three different relative density stress-strain curves. The curves show the stress levels for the equal energy absorption ($W$) for each case. The middle foam absorbs the amount of energy $W$ at the lowest peak stress ($\sigma_p$). [Gibson and Ashby 1997]

Figure 2.8 shows energy absorption ($W$) vs. $\sigma_p$ curves of ideal open-cell plastic foams at various relative densities, at a constant strain rate. It should be emphasized that the curves are plotted using log scale on both axes and both $W$ and $\sigma_p$ are normalized by the bulk material elastic modulus ($E_b$) [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. The initial parts of the curves display the energy absorbed in the linear-elastic regime. The plateau regime is responsible for the vertical slope displaying large increases in energy absorption with no increase in stress. In real foams, however, the plateau is not horizontal and therefore the slope in this region of the energy absorption curve deviates slightly from the vertical trend, showing a reduction in slope. At the end of this region (i.e. when the vertical part of the curve changes to horizontal) a shoulder in the energy absorption curve is observed [Gibson and Ashby]
The shoulder occurs at the foam densification stress $\sigma_d$ (i.e. the stress at which $e_d$ occurs) [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. The horizontal slope following the shoulder is due to the densification of the foam. This is for idealized foams, in real foams this slope is greater than zero.

Figure 2.8: Energy absorption curves for ideal open-cell plastic foams at a constant strain rate for various relative densities. [Gibson and Ashby 1997]

Two methods of comparing and choosing foams for energy absorption applications will be reviewed. The first method involves comparing the energy absorption efficiency of the different materials. There is a range of methods that determine the efficiency of energy absorption. One such method is discussed by Lehmus and Banhart [2003]. Here the efficiency $\xi$ up to a strain $\epsilon$ is determined as
The numerator is simply $W$, while the denominator represents the energy absorbed by an ideally horizontal stress-strain curve. This method is only beneficial when comparing materials at the same strain and does not correlate well to maximum energy absorbed at a maximum allowable load. Another measure of efficiency is the Cushion factor [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. The Cushion factor relates the amount of energy absorbed to peak stress. It is determined in the following manner [Gibson and Ashby 1997]

$$C = \frac{\sigma_p e}{W} \quad (2.7)$$

The lower the value of $C$ the more energy a foam can absorb in relation to its peak stress and the more efficient it is considered [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. This relation is important as it correlates directly to the level of energy to be absorbed and the allowable load limit of impacts [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. The Cushion factor also takes into account both deviations from the ideal stress-strain curve for energy absorption (i.e. horizontal stress-strain curve) and the amount of strain up to densification. In this investigation when two materials have similar densification stresses a comparison of the Cushion factors will be used to determine the most appropriate material for energy absorption applications.

A second method for choosing a suitable material for energy absorption applications are the energy absorption curves [Maiti et al. 1984]. This method is well suited for comparing materials which have different densification stresses [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. The most suitable material is the one that absorbs the most energy at the maximum allowable stress of impact. Ideally the densification stress of the material (or shoulder of the energy absorption curve) is the same as the maximum allowable stress.
This method will also be utilized in this investigation when comparing two materials with different densification stresses. Gibson and Ashby [1997] show in detail how energy absorption curves are utilized.

2.4.3.3.1 Energy Absorption under Static Compression Testing

Energy absorption is affected by the shape of the stress-strain curve. The increase in plateau stresses due to increased relative densities result in higher values of energy absorbed [Maiti et al. 1984, Gibson and Ashby 1997, Song and Nutt 2005]. However, the energy absorption efficiency as defined by equation (2.16) is unaffected by relative density but changes with loading direction in anisotropic foams [Olurin et al. 2000]. The defects in closed cell foams decrease the energy absorption efficiency [Beals and Thompson 1997, Miyoshi et al. 1999]. Beals and Thompson [1997] find density gradients within the foam also decrease the efficiency of energy absorbed. By careful control of foam production Miyoshi et al. [1999] are able to produce closed-cell Alporas® with small cell sizes and, reduced density gradients, cell wall curvature and corrugation. The modified foam with fewer defects not only shows an increase in energy absorption over the unmodified foam with similar relative density, it also displays an increase in energy absorption efficiency.

2.4.3.3.2 Energy Absorption under Dynamic Compression Testing

Dannemann and Lankford Jr. [2000], and Montanini [2005] report no change of energy absorption with strain rate in the rate insensitive Duocel® and M-PORE® foams respectively. For strain rate sensitive foams such as Alporas® and Schunk®, the amount of energy absorption increases as the plateau stress increases [Mukai et al. 2006, Montanini 2005]. Although Dannemann and Lankford Jr. [2000] view the increase in energy absorption as an enhancement Mukai et al. [2006] point out that to
design an efficient energy absorbing structure with rate sensitive foam the exact strain rate observed upon impact must be known. This is not always an easy task.

2.4.3.4 Mechanical Damping Capacity Studies

Few materials behave in a perfectly elastic manner regardless of stress level [Granato 1964]. This inelasticity results in the dissipation of energy (or damping) and is due to internal friction mechanisms within the specimen [Nowick 1964]. Relevant damping mechanisms to aluminum foams are reviewed. This will be followed by the stress-strain behaviour of closed-cell aluminum foams under cyclic loading and the damping properties (i.e. energy absorption) of closed-cell aluminum foams due to the lack of literature on damping of open-cell aluminum foams.

2.4.3.4.1 Mechanical Damping Mechanisms

Mechanical damping is caused by internal friction mechanisms [Granato 1964]. These mechanisms can be classified as linear (i.e. strain/stress amplitude independent) or non-linear (i.e. strain/stress amplitude dependent) [Lazan 1964] and are generally related to the movement of atoms and defects [Nowick 1964].

The two major relevant mechanisms of linear internal friction are thermo-elastic effects (or thermal gradients) and dislocation damping [Lazan 1968, Golovin and Sinning 2004]. Thermo-elastic effects produce damping due to elastic stress gradients in non-uniformly stressed specimens [Lazan 1968, Golovin and Sinning 2004]. The elastic stress gradients set up temperature gradients which in turn lead to thermal currents, dissipating energy as heat [Golovin and Sinning 2004]. Damping due to thermo-elastic effects reaches a maximum at a resonant frequency that is dependant on the well defined bulk specimen thickness [Lazan 1968, Golovin and Sinning 2004]. The damping capacity quickly drops as the difference between testing frequency and resonant frequency increases.
accepted model of dislocation damping is the vibrating string dislocation model proposed by Koehler [1952] and modified by Granato and Lücke [1956] [Fu-sheng et al. 1997]. In the model, at low strain/stress amplitudes the dislocations bow out between pinning points, dissipating energy as heat. The amount of energy dissipated is frequency dependant [Lazan 1968].

Relevant non-linear internal friction mechanisms include an extension of the vibrating string dislocation model and energy dissipation due to plastic strain [Lazan 1968, Morrow 1964]. In the vibrating string dislocation model, if the strain/stress amplitude is sufficiently high the dislocations break away from the pinning points [Granato and Lücke 1956]. Upon reversal of stress the dislocation contracts via a different path producing a hysteresis loop [Granato 1964]. Non-linear dislocation damping dissipates more energy than linear dislocation damping [Granato and Lücke 1956]. At stress amplitudes between the elastic limit and the true fracture strength of the material new dislocations are produced and the dissipation of energy is due predominantly to plastic strain [Morrow 1964]. Cyclic loading in this range is unstable as fatigue of the material eventually occurs [Morrow 1964].

Typically the internal friction mechanisms responsible for damping in bulk metals also results in damping in their respective cellular materials [Golovin and Sinning 2003]. However, the highly heterogeneous structure of cellular materials alters how these mechanisms occur and results in some new internal friction mechanisms [Banhart et al. 1996, Golovin and Sinning 2004]. For damping due to thermo-elastic effects, the cellular structure of foams disrupts the flow of the thermal gradients resulting in a distribution of apparent thickness values [Golovin and Sinning 2004]. Therefore there is a large range of apparent resonant frequencies which produces damping compared to the smaller frequency range seen in the bulk material [Golovin and Sinning 2004]. Little change occurs in the mechanism of dislocation damping. The higher localized strains/stresses produced by localized deformation means that amplitude dependant dislocation damping is more likely to occur at lower global strain/stress amplitudes than amplitude independent dislocation damping [Fu-sheng et al. 1997].
Similar to the observation by Morrow [1964] for bulk metals, Golovin et al. [2004b] note that testing beyond the elastic limit of foams, i.e. microplastic yielding (Region Ib in Figure 2.5), produces an increase in dislocation density and damping properties are not considered to be stable. One new internal friction mechanism thought to occur in foams is the interfacial friction between defects such as cracks [Banhart et al. 1996]. “Mode conversion”, another new mechanism, is thought to produce amplitude dependant internal friction [Fu-sheng et al. 1997]. Under “mode conversion” the stress mode may be converted from tensile to shear at the pore boundaries. The shear deformation produces viscous flow with dislocation movement towards pore boundaries and dissipated as heat [Fu-sheng et al. 1997].

2.4.3.4.2 Stress-Strain Behaviour under Cyclic Loading

Under cyclic loading a loading and an unloading stress-strain curve constitutes a full cycle. The elastic modulus is found to decrease as the strain amplitude and the number of cycles increases [Fu-sheng et al. 1997, Golovin and Sinning 2003]. At high strain amplitudes (i.e. \( e = 10^{-3} - 10^{-4} \)) strain hardening of aluminum foam occurs in the first cycle which results in an open hysteresis loop. Also observed is a shift in the hysteresis loop to lower stresses which is attributed to an increase in dislocation density due to strain hardening [Golovin et al. 2004a, Golovin et al. 2004b].

2.4.3.4.3 Mechanical Damping characteristics of Aluminum Foam

The internal friction character of aluminum foam is found to be non-linear, increasing with increasing porosity and decreasing pore size [Banhart et al. 1996, Fu-sheng et al. 1997, Liu et al. 1998, Golovin and Sinning 2003, Golovin and Sinning 2004, Golovin et al. 2004a, Golovin et al. 2004b]. This is in contrast to the linear internal friction character of bulk aluminum which displays up to 10 times less mechanical damping capacity than aluminum foam when tested at the same
amplitudes (1.0 to 2.2 x 10^{-5}) [Fu-sheng et al. 1997, Liu et al. 1998]. Frequency is found to have no effect on mechanical damping of aluminum foam over a range of 200 Hz to 800 Hz [Banhart et al. 1996] however a decrease in damping is observed when the frequency was increased from 1 kHz to 3 kHz [Liu et al. 1998]. Amplitude independent thermo-elastic effects are found to contribute little to the overall damping of aluminum foams [Golovin and Sinning 2003, Golovin and Sinning 2004]. The amplitude dependence and the major source of damping can be interpreted using Granato-Lücke vibrating string dislocation model and mode conversion [Banhart et al. 1996, Fu-sheng et al. 1997, Liu et al. 1998, Golovin and Sinning 2003, Golovin and Sinning 2004]. The difficulties in comparing measured mechanical damping values of aluminum foam tested on different machines are highlighted by the comparison performed by Banhart et al. [1996] of their results to those produced by Yu and He [1994] for the same relative density of aluminum foam. The lower mechanical damping values measured by Banhart et al. [1996] are attributed by the authors to either a different morphological cell structure in the foam or that some mechanical damping from the test apparatus used by Yu and He [1994] is included in their results [Banhart et al. 1996].

2.4.3.5 Effect of Age Hardening Treatment on Foam Mechanical Properties

Heat treating aluminum foam alters the yield strength and the plateau region without changing the relative density. The effect of heat treatment on the mechanical properties of Duocel® open-cell AA6101 aluminum foam is investigated by Zhou et al. [2004a, 2005]. The authors find increases to yield and plateau strengths over the as-fabricated condition are achieved by artificial aging. This is confirmed with tensile tests of individual foam struts [Zhou et al. 2005b]. Chan and Chan [2004] show open-cell AA6061 aluminum foam has a significant increase in yield strength and a shift from ductile to brittle fracture with aging at 160°C for 18 hours. The effects of solution treatment and aging on closed-cell foams based on AA6XXX (AA6061 and AA6082) and AA7XXX (AA7020 and AA7075) wrought aluminum alloys are studied thoroughly by Lehmus et al. [2002a], Lehmus et al.
An increase in yield strength is observed in the artificially aged specimens, and a solution treatment prior to aging, produces higher strengths than aging directly after solidification [Lehmus and Banhart 2003]. A shift in fracture mode from ductile to brittle is perceived in aged-hardened specimens [Lehmus and Banhart 2003]. Also, the stress plateaus of the directly aged foam specimens are more horizontal than solution treated foams. Chan and Chan [2004] record an increase in yield strength of 200% in SiCp reinforced A356 aluminum closed cell aluminum foam by artificial aging. More recently, Cao et al. [2006] investigate the mechanical response of artificially aged Al-Mg-Si and Al-Cu-Mg foams. They report that artificial aging with and without solution treatment increases the compression strength and shortens the plateau region compared to the corresponding properties of the as-fabricated foams.

Kanashi et al. (2001) investigate the effects of natural aging and artificial aging (9 hours at 160°C) on the dynamic compressive properties of SG91A (9 mass% Si, 0.45 mass% Mg, 0.5 mass% Fe, 0.45 mass% Mn, remainder Al) open cell foam. They find the aging process reduced strain rate sensitivity and increased the yield strength over the properties of as-cast foams. Heat treating was also found to increase the ductility of the foam compared to the as fabricated condition.

The aged hardened foams studied by Lehmus and Banhart [2003] show an increase in energy absorption. Specimens aged following solution treatment absorb the most energy while the more horizontal stress-strain curves obtained through direct aging show the largest increase in energy absorption efficiency (according to equation (2.5)). Cao et al. [2006] report an increase in energy absorption of artificially aged foams due the increase in compression strength despite the shorter observed plateaus.

To the best of my knowledge the effect of artificial aging on mechanical damping properties has not been studied.
2.5 Polymers

2.5.1 General Considerations

Polymers can be either thermosets or thermoplastics [Nielsen 1974a, Gibson and Ashby 1997]. Thermosets are characterized by strong covalently bonded crosslinks between monomer chains [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. These bonds are not easily taken apart and therefore thermosets can not be melted and thus recycled through melting [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. Thermoplastics however have weak van der Waals bonding between monomer chains and can be melted and recycled repeatedly [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. Melting temperatures for some common thermoplastics are ~ 70°C for ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA – with 28 % vinyl acetate) [Salyer and Kenyon 1971] and ~ 125°C for polyethylene [Aklonis et al. 1972]. Polymers have an incredibly wide range of mechanical properties which vary not only from polymer to polymer [Nielsen 1974a] but also with manufacturer for the same polymer [Ashby 1992]. A significant change in mechanical properties in amorphous and semi-crystalline polymers occurs at the glass transition temperature (\(T_g\)) (i.e. the temperature at which the polymer becomes glassy) [Nielsen 1974a, Gibson and Ashby 1997]. Below \(T_g\) polymers display high elastic moduli values (~ 3 to 10 GPa) [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. Above \(T_g\) polymers are soft and flexible with an elastic moduli up to 1000 times smaller than glassy polymers [Nielsen 1974a]. Polymers which are utilized at temperatures above their \(T_g\) are considered elastomers [Nielsen 1974a]. EVA with a \(T_g\) of approximately -20°C [Barbosa et al. 2005] is therefore considered an elastomer at room temperature. The polymer employed in this investigation is an EVA. EVA ranges from an amorphous to a semi-crystalline polymer [Salyer and Kenyon 1971]. Therefore in this work only the mechanical properties of amorphous and semi-crystalline thermoplastic elastomers are considered.
2.5.2 Mechanical Properties of Thermoplastic Elastomers

2.5.2.1 Stress-Strain Behaviour under Compression

The elastic modulus of an elastomer is taken as the initial slope of the stress-strain curve [Nielsen 1974a]. Elastomers are compliant with low moduli and no observable yield point [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. They show slowly increasing stiffness with increasing strain [Boyce et al. 2001]. The increase in stiffness becomes rapid at high strains [Nielsen 1974a]. Figure 2.9 shows a typical elastomeric stress-strain curve. Much of the deformation is recoverable however at large strains the elastic behaviour is non-linear [Gibson and Ashby 1997, Doman 2004]. In general increasing the molecular weight and the percent crystallinity, amongst other methods, will increase the elastic modulus in elastomers [Nielsen 1974a and Gibson and Ashby 1997]. The presence of crystals increases the stiffness by linking the amorphous matrix together; however, an increase in crystallinity reduces the amount of strain that is recoverable [Nielsen 1974a, Salyer and Kenyon 1971]. Hydrostatic pressure is also found to increase the apparent elastic modulus [Nielsen 1974a]. Typically elastomers are viscoelastic [Nielsen 1974a]. According to [Kaelble 1964] polymers show both elastic and viscous properties due to the large molecules producing long range molecular order. When loaded the elastic component shows an immediate increase in strain with increase in stress. However the increase in strain in the viscous component lags the increase in stress. When the loading rate is slow the viscous component relaxes out some of the stress reducing the apparent stiffness of the polymer. At higher loading rates there is less time for stress relaxation and as such the apparent elastic modulus increases. Decreasing the test temperature is equivalent to increasing the rate of loading and increases the elastic modulus [Kaelble 1964].
Figure 2.9: Typical elastomeric uniaxial compressive true stress - true strain curve [adapted from Boyce et al. 2001]. Upper curve is the loading curve, lower curve is the unloading curve.

2.5.2.2 Energy Absorption in Thermoplastic Elastomers

Upon loading, deformation occurs by the movement of polymer chains relative to one another, dissipating some of the energy as heat [Nielsen 1974a] and some of the energy remains stored in the specimen as elastic energy [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. Due to the non-linear elastic behaviour of elastomers, the release of the elastic energy resulting in the strain recovery during unloading is time dependant [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. This is seen by the drastically different unloading curve in Figure 2.9. The total energy dissipated is therefore the area between the loading and unloading curves [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. However in this investigation the calculation of energy absorption per unit
volume for polymers is the same as that of aluminum foams, i.e. area under the stress-strain curve during loading as unloading curves could not be measured.

The mechanical damping capacity of a thermoplastic elastomer is dependant on many factors such as stress amplitude, temperature and frequency [Nielsen 1974a]. The main mechanism in the mechanical damping of elastomers is the movement of polymer chains and side groups relative to each other dissipating energy as heat [Nielsen 1974a]. Typically in amorphous polymers the maximum observed mechanical damping capacity occurs at the glass transition temperature [Kaelble 1964]. However in elastomers chain movement readily occurs, maintaining a high level damping [Kaelble 1964]. There is a local maximum in mechanical damping capacity above $T_g$ [Nielsen 1974a, Barbosa et al. 2005, Khonakdar et al. 2004]. This peak is thought to be associated with melting of the crystalline phase allowing the rotation of the long chain segment about their axis [Nielsen 1974a, Khonakdar et al. 2004]. Increasing the frequency has the same effect as decreasing the temperature [Nielsen 1974a, Gibson and Ashby 1997].

2.6 Selected Hybrid Materials

2.6.1 General Considerations

Although there are many different hybrid materials, in this section only the mechanical properties of a select few which are relevant to this research are presented. The hybrids reviewed are interpenetrating network composites (or Interpenetrating phase composites [Wegner and Gibson 2001]), sandwich panels and foam filled extrusions.

2.6.2 Interpenetrating Network Composites

In interpenetrating network composites (INCs) each phase forms a continuous network with itself while being interconnected to all other phases [Wegner and Gibson 2001]. All hybrids in this section
meet this description and will be referred to as INCs. Both aluminum foam and the model aluminum foam-polymer hybrid produced in this work meet the description of an INC and are therefore INCs as well. Typically an open pore structure is infiltrated by a second material yielding the characteristic INC structure [Zhou et al. 1998, Prielipp et al. 1995]. Due to the continuous network of both phases, many of the classical models used to describe regular hybrid materials are not valid [Feng et al. 2004] and the prediction of mechanical properties of INCs based on composite microstructure is not well understood [Tilbrook et al. 2005].

Wegner and Gibson [2000, 2001] investigate what effect an interpenetrating network of stainless steel in a resin matrix has on the hybrid mechanical properties. The elastic modulus and yield strength are found to increase with increasing volume fraction of steel. It is noted however, that the increase in mechanical properties is likely due to the increase of the phase with the higher mechanical properties (i.e. stainless steel). Prielipp et al. [1995], Travitzky [2001] and Zhang et al. [2006] find that the ceramic-metal INC created produce strengths that are above those expected by the rule of mixtures. This is attributed to the interpenetrating network structure [Zhang et al. 2006]. Boczkowska et al. [2006] credit the increase in upper yield strength over the parent materials of a silica oxide and urea-urethane elastomer INC to strong hydrogen interfacial bonds produced by the polar polymer and the silica oxide.

Cheng and Han [2003] and Kwon et al. [2003] combine open-cell aluminum foam with a thermoset elastomer. Both note that the elastic filler has a larger contribution to enhancing the strength than to changing the elastic modulus. The increase in strength is due to the resistance imposed to cell wall deformation by the elastic filler [Cheng and Han 2003, and Kwon et al. 2003]. Cheng and Han [2003] distinguish five regions in the hybrid stress-strain curve seen in Figure 2.10. The regions include an initial linear elastic region (Region I) in which the response of the aluminum foam and the hybrid are almost identical. Region II is assumed by the authors to be a plateau where again the aluminum foam
stress-strain curve and the hybrid stress-strain curve are similar. In Region III however the hybrid displays an increase in stress over the base foam. According to the authors this region is the transition from the plateau in Region II to another plateau in Region IV. As the hybrid compresses at near constant stress in Region IV the base foam material begins to densify at a strain of 0.46. The hybrid densifies in Region V, at a strain of 0.6. This delayed densification in the hybrid is the result of awaiting the force to be large enough to break the cell walls. Many broken cell beams are observed after compression. The densification stress is lower and the energy absorbed up to densification is higher in the hybrid [Cheng and Han 2003].

Figure 2.10: Aluminum foam-silicate rubber hybrid compressive stress-strain response showing the five distinct regions and the response of the base foam [Cheng and Han 2003].

Xie et al. [2002] find the damping in a woodeceramic-magnesium INC to be larger than that predicted by the rule of mixtures. Dislocations produced in the metal at the interface during cooling are the one possible source of increased mechanical damping at low temperatures. Mechanical damping due to interfacial interactions is also suggested to be present. Although the strength of the bond is not given it is noted that at weakly bonded interfaces relative movement between each
material provides damping due to friction Xie et al. [2002]. For strongly bonded interfaces interfacial damping occurs due to the mobility of incoherent microstructures [Lavernia et al. 1995].

2.6.3 Sandwich Panels

Sandwich panels are composed of a light stiff core bonded between face sheets and produce a gain in stiffness by a factor of 3 over the most efficient fibrous composite [Ashby and Bréchet 2003]. The core must be strong enough to handle the shear stresses when the sandwich panel bears load [Ashby and Bréchet 2003]. Aluminum foam possesses the material properties required of a core material, and is therefore commonly used in sandwich panels [Ashby and Bréchet 2003].

Aluminum foam sandwich panels with aluminum face sheets examined under static three point bending test [Tagarielli et al. 2004, Yu et al. 2003] and four point bending test [Harte et al. 2000, Chen et al. 2001] show three modes of failure depending on panel geometry. One method of failure, i.e. face yield, occurs when the stress in the face sheets attains the yield strength of the face sheet. The panel deforms plastically, similar to the plastic bending of a solid plate, with little change in thickness of the foam core (i.e. only the outer panels deform plastically). Core shearing is another method of sandwich panel failure. Similar to face yield the panel deforms analogous to a solid plate, however the face sheets do not yield but the core shears plastically along the neutral axis. The other failure mechanism observed is indentation [Tagarielli et al. 2004, Yu et al. 2003]. Only the top face sheet deforms plastically compressing the foam beneath it and penetrating into the core thickness. In a stretch bending tests where the panel ends are clamped, plastic face stretching is the dominant mechanism for deformation regardless of the initial mode of failure [Tagarielli et al. 2004].

The mechanical response and failure of sandwich panels fabricated with aluminum face sheets and aluminum foam cores to dynamic three point bending is presented by Yu et al. [2003]. At impact speeds of 4 m/s the panels display large local indentation and debonding of the skin. These have
deleterious effects on energy absorption such that specimens absorb more energy when statically loaded. Radford et al. [2006] report the efficiency of stainless steel face sheets and aluminum foam core sandwich panels in energy absorption during blast loading. Testing is performed on two sandwich panels with different thicknesses but with the same areal mass (i.e. mass/area). The thicker core sandwich panels have a higher shock resistance permitting less core strain and showing smaller deflections of the bottom plate for the same impact energy.

Cantwell et al. [2000] and Kiratisaevee and Cantwell [2003] produce sandwich panels with thermoplastic composite face sheets and an aluminum foam core. Localized crushing and fracture of the core along with fiber buckling and skin fracture are found to be the major methods of energy absorption. Vaidya et al. [2006] note from tests on thermoset face sheets that a face sheet which does not allow penetration on impact but deforms spreading out the strain to the foam core increases the energy absorption of the panel.

### 2.6.4 Foam Filled Extrusions

There have been many studies on the strength and energy absorption of aluminum foam filled columns [Hanssen et al. 2000, Fuganti et al. 2000, Hanssen et al. 2002a, Hanssen et al. 2002b, Chirwa et al. 2003, Wang et al. 2006, Shahbeyk et al. 2007]. Notable results are obtained by Hanssen, Langseth and Hopperstad [2000] who find that due to the interaction of the two materials, the force-displacement curve of the hybrid is higher than the linear summation of the force-displacement curves for the two base materials tested individually. The filled aluminum tubes also absorb more energy and display higher energy absorption efficiencies, as calculated by equation (2.16), over unfilled tubes. Little strain rate sensitivity is displayed in stress-strain curves up to 25 m/s in axial crushing. Similar results are found for carbon skinned nose cones filled with aluminum foam
[Chirwa et al. 2003]. This composite displays stress-strain curves insensitive to strain rate for impact speeds up to 6.26 m/s [Chirwa et al. 2003].
Chapter 3
Scope and Objectives

The present work aims at utilizing open-cell aluminum foam to design a new metal-polymer hybrid material and to assess the potential enhancement in the mechanical properties of the hybrid material in comparison with the base aluminum foam and the filling polymeric material.

To achieve the goal of a new metal-polymer hybrid, design parameters for the polymer should be set and experimental trials carried out. A method of fabrication based on the two materials should then be designed and implemented. To assess mechanical properties, testing of the hybrid, as well as the two base materials, will be conducted under static compression, dynamic compression and compression-compression, cyclic loading. The stress-strain behaviour, the yield strength and the energy absorption properties of the materials will be investigated. The mechanical properties of aluminum foam vary with artificial aging. The effects of ageing on the aluminum foam will be investigated using static and dynamic compression testing to see if the properties of the hybrid material can be augmented further through age-hardening.

The process of filling an open cell aluminum foam with a thermoplastic is a novel process which holds the promise of producing a new recyclable material with enhanced mechanical properties. The mechanical properties of the hybrid material given in this work can be used in the design of new approaches to existing and future applications. A closer inspection of some of the trends and mechanisms in hybrid deformations will lead to an optimization of aluminum foam-polymer hybrid materials.

The ensuing chapter will describe the design and fabrication of the metal-polymer hybrid. The experimental methods which describe the materials, the equipment employed in the testing, heat treatment, as well as the testing procedures will be presented in Chapter 5. The results of
experimental characterization of mechanical testing will be brought in Chapter 6. The experimental results will be discussed in Chapter 8 and a comparison of the mechanical properties between the hybrid and the base materials will be given. Subsequently conclusions will be drawn and recommendations for future work will be provided.
Chapter 4
Design and Fabrication of a Metal-Polymer Hybrid Material

4.1 Introduction

There is a desire to fabricate structures with good energy absorption capabilities from light weight materials. Hybrid materials such as sandwich panels and fiber reinforced composites show that combining two materials can improve upon the parent material properties. It has been shown that aluminum foams display high specific strength and stiffness as well as excellent energy absorption properties. The interconnected pores in an open-cell foams have the ability to be infiltrated by a second material. Polymers are light and also display excellent energy absorption properties. An attempt is made to combine the two materials. Simple criteria are utilized to choose a polymer and design the fabrication process. The process of choosing the polymer and the procedure with which the foam is filled are laid out in this chapter.

4.2 Choosing the Polymer

The mechanical properties of polymers are so incredibly vast varying from soft rubbers to hard plastics. When choosing a polymer the following important considerations are taken into account. There is increasing concern by people all over the globe for the environment, therefore the model hybrid must be environmentally friendly. To preserve the mechanical properties of the aluminum foam the structural integrity of the ligament must be preserved. This is accomplished by filling the foam with liquefied polymer under the force of gravity alone. These considerations lead to following simple criteria for the polymer:

1) It must be recyclable through melting (i.e. a thermoplastic polymer). Thermoplastic polymers melt in ranges which might further induce age hardening in the aluminum foam.
2) It must have a low viscosity in order to fill the foam pores easily and efficiently (i.e. high Melt Index (MI))

The above criteria was discussed with Dupont™’s technical staff, who suggested and provided Elvax® 205W pellets. Elvax® is an ethelyne vinyl acetate (EVA) copolymer, a thermoplastic which is produced in many different grades with varied MI and melting points. Elvax® 205W has an MI of 800 [Dupont 2005a] and a melting temperature of 74°C [Dupont 2005b]. It therefore meets the above selection criteria.

4.3 Foam Filling Procedure

Filling of the foam requires a mold to hold the specimen and a hopper to hold the filler material (i.e. Elvax® pellets). The design of these two components is described below followed by the finalized procedure utilized to fill the aluminum foam and finally problems encountered during the fabrication process.

4.3.1 Mold Design

The mold was designed around the requirement that the aluminum foam, with a size required for mechanical testing, be filled under gravity. To accommodate this, the mold was designed with an open top allowing polymer to drip into the mold for specimens of height 50.8 mm and maximum nominal widths (specimens have a square cross sectional area) of 42 mm. The final inside dimensions of the mold are 52 mm x 44 mm x 44 mm (l x w x h). An extra 1 mm in length and 2 mm in width was added to ensure the foam would not be damaged when placed in the mold. The mold was designed such that it could be dismantled after filling the specimen. The finalized mold can be seen in Figure 4.1. The mold is constructed of 6.35 mm thick aluminum plate (1/4 inch) with an open top and removable sides and bottom.
4.3.2 Hopper Design

The hopper was designed with a flange to fit inside the mold and to hold the required amount of polymer to fill the aluminum foam specimen in the mould. To reduce the amount of entrained air in the polymer due to initial hopper designs a V shape was placed in the hopper. This allows air to escape the mold as the polymer fills it. The hopper is shown in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.3 a) and b) shows how the hopper fits inside the mold.
Figure 4.2: Picture of the hopper employed in the production of the model hybrid. Included is a schematic of the V shape and an arrow indicating the polymer flow.

Figure 4.3: Picture of a) the flange sitting on top of the mold and b) the flange tucked inside the mold to hold the hopper in place.
4.3.3 Finalized Step by Step Procedure

Producing the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid material is performed with the following steps:

1. Assemble the mold and lubricate it with silicone spray and stearate powder
2. Place the aluminum foam specimen in the mold
3. Place the hopper on top of the mold and fill it with approximately 160 ml of Elvax® pellets
4. Place the mold and hopper in the furnace for 3 hours at 115°C
5. Remove the mold and hopper from the furnace
6. Remove the hopper from the mold and allow the polymer to cool
7. Dismantle the mold removing the hybrid specimen

Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show the procedure at various stages. The process produces a specimen with excess polymer due to the differences in mold and aluminum foam specimen size. This can be seen in Figure 4.7 a). The excess polymer is removed in two stages. A rough cut is performed using the band saw. This is followed by cutting the polymer off close to the foam with a knife. This process results in specimens with an average increase in width of 1 mm over non-filled aluminum foam samples due to a thin layer of polymer coating the outside surface of the foam. It is desirable to have the foam exposed on the top and bottom of the specimen to allow direct contact between the foam and the platens attached to the testing device. This eliminates the effect the thin layer of pure polymer on the top and bottom of the specimen has on the results. This process is performed by milling to ensure the top and bottom surface remain parallel. A finished specimen ready for testing can be seen in Figure 4.7 b).
Figure 4.4: Assembled and lubricated mold with an aluminum foam specimen placed inside (i.e. step 2).

Figure 4.5: Hopper filled with Elvax® pellets placed on top of the mold (i.e. step 3).
Figure 4.6: Mold before disassembly and removal of the hybrid specimen (i.e. step 6).

Figure 4.7: a) As fabricated aluminum foam-polymer hybrid. b) Prepared aluminum foam-polymer hybrid specimen ready for mechanical testing.
4.3.4 Problems Encountered

The two major problems that occurred during the fabrication of the hybrid specimens are low polymer viscosity and the polymer adhering to the mold walls. The polymer is still too viscous at temperatures close to the melting point. Through trial and error the viscosity of Elvax® at 115°C is found to be acceptable for filling purposes and so this temperature was used to fill the foam. The problem of specimens sticking to the mold is solved by using a silicon spray and stearate powder on the mold walls before filling. This eliminates specimens sticking to the mold walls and makes the removal of the hybrid specimen easy.
5.1 Introduction

The chapter on experimental methods is comprised of four main categories: materials, specimen preparation, thermal processing and testing procedures. A description of the materials which include aluminum foam and a thermoplastic polymer of trade name Elvax® are given. This is followed by the handling of and modifications to the materials for preparing test specimens. The thermal processing of the aluminum specimens is described in detail. Finally experimental procedures are explained. The mechanical tests carried out on the aluminum foam, hybrid and polymer materials include static compression testing, dynamic compression testing and compression-compression cyclic testing. The procedures of all three preceding experimental techniques are described individually.

5.2 Materials

5.2.1 Aluminum Foam

AA6101 Duocel® open cell aluminum foam with a nominal relative density of 6-8% is used. The foam has a pore size of 10 pores per inch (ppi), corresponding to 0.39 pores per millimeter. The nominal alloying element content of AA6101 is given by the ASM handbook as: 0.35-0.8 wt% Mg, 0.30-0.70 wt% Si, maximum 0.1 wt% Cu [ASM 1992]. Blocks, with the dimensions 2x10x10 inches (50.8x254x254 mm), are received from ERG Materials and Aerospace Corporation, Oakland, California in as fabricated condition with no prior heat treatment performed. Open cell foam with a large pore size was chosen to allow infiltration of the pores with a polymer.
5.2.2 Polymer

For reasons described in Chapter 4 the polymer of trade name Elvax® was chosen. Elvax® is graciously provided by Dupont, Kingston, Ontario in the form of pellets with an approximate diameter of 3mm. Elvax® is an ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) copolymer blend and is available in various grades with a varying percentage of vinyl acetate [DuPont™ 2005a]. The grade employed is 205W containing 28 wt% vinyl acetate leading to a density of 950 kg/m$^3$ [DuPont™ 2005a]. A blocking agent is used to increase the melt index (MI) [DuPont™ 2005a]. The polymer has an MI of 800 and a melting temperature of 74°C [DuPont™ 2005b].

5.3 Specimen Preparation

Testing is performed on aluminum foam, Elvax® and aluminum foam-polymer hybrid. Specimen preparation is required in order to achieve the desired dimensions for testing. The final dimensions of the specimens are produced by cutting to size with a band saw unless otherwise noted. This leads to variations in widths between specimens of up to 4% and along the length of individual specimens by less than 2%. Therefore, to achieve better accuracy and eliminate the effect of size discrepancies between specimens, the test results are reported in normalized form with respect to height and area. The errors caused by the variations in individual specimens are also reduced by taking the average of the specimen width at three locations along the length. The methods used to prepare the three specimen types are listed below.

5.3.1 Aluminum Foam Specimen

All three mechanical tests including static and dynamic compression testing as well as for cyclic loading experiments are carried out on aluminum foam. In initial trials specimens for static compression tests with dimensions of 42 mm x 42 mm x 50.8 mm (w x l x h) and 38 mm x 38 mm x 50.8 mm (w x l x h) are tested. The results for both specimens are identical. To save material only the
smaller sample size is used for all three reported experimental tests. The sample size choice is justified by the results reported by Andrews et al. [2001] who find that the mechanical properties become constant when an open cell foam has more than 8 cells in each direction. The aspect ratio chosen is similar to those found in literature [Lehmus et al. 2002 and Harte et al. 1999]. Relative densities are calculated for each specimen by dividing the measured mass by the measured volume of the specimens. The relative density for all specimens is found to be between 7.1 – 7.6 % with an average of 7.4 %.

Figure 5.1: Typical aluminum foam specimen used in all mechanical tests

5.3.2 Polymer Specimen

Elvax® specimens are produced utilizing a similar procedure outlined in Chapter 4. The differences being that the mold is without the inclusion of aluminum foam and approximately 200 ml of Elvax® pellets are required. Without the foam in the mold the Elvax® contracts significantly upon cooling leaving a concave top face. Cutting the top side so that it is flat leaves the specimen approximately only 33 mm in width. The other two directions are cut such that the specimen
maintains the same aspect ratio. The approximate specimen size produced is 33 mm x 33 mm x 44 mm (w x l x h).

5.3.3 Aluminum Foam-Polymer Hybrid Specimen

The aluminum foam-polymer hybrid material is fabricated utilizing both as-fabricated and an age-hardened aluminum foam. The age-hardening condition is 4 hrs at 220°C which provides the highest yield strength among specimens aged at 220°C (i.e. peak-aged condition). Both foam conditions are tested in static and dynamic compression testing, however only the as-fabricated condition is employed in damping experiments. The production and processing of the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid is described in Chapter 4. In performing the milling operation the overall height of the specimen is reduced by up to 1.6%. These procedures result in nominal hybrid specimen dimensions of 39 mm x 39 mm x 50 mm (w x l x h). Figure 4.7 b) displays a finished specimen ready for testing.

5.4 Thermal Processing

As-fabricated foam samples do not receive any heat treatment. Foam samples are heat treated when age-hardened specimens are required. The initial stage of the heat treatment of the foam samples involves a solution heat treatment at 560°C for 1 hour in an air furnace. This arrangement of time and temperature is chosen to ensure effective solutionizing before quenching and artificially aging the specimen [Esmaeili 2002]. The aluminum foam samples were removed from the furnace and quenched with forced air using a hair dryer.

Following the air quench the specimens are transferred to a furnace in which the ageing medium is air. A schematic representation of the aging profile is presented in Figure 5.2. For mechanical test specimens artificial aging is performed at 180°C for 1, 2, 4, 5 and 7 hours and 220°C for 0.5, 1, 2 and
4 hours respectively. After the desired aging time is reached the specimens are removed from the
furnace and air cooled.

![Diagram of temperature and time](image)

Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of the direct isothermal artificial aging treatment.

### 5.5 Experimental Procedures

The mechanical tests are performed at room temperature (~ 273 K). It is convention to utilize
engineering stress and engineering strain when analyzing the stress-strain response of foams under
these mechanical tests, even up to large deformations [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. The test data
collected are the load ($P$) applied to the specimen and the change in specimen gage length, recorded
as displacement ($\Delta X$). This data is converted to engineering stress ($\sigma$) and engineering strain ($e$)
respectively. Engineering stress is determined from the load and the initial specimen area ($A_{\text{specimen}}$)
by

$$
\sigma = \frac{P}{A_{\text{specimen}}}
$$
\[ \sigma = \frac{P}{A_{\text{specimen}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

Engineering strain is a function of the change in specimen gage length and the original gage length. In the compression tests performed the original gage length is the specimen height. Engineering strain is determined utilizing the following equation

\[ e = \frac{\Delta X}{h_{\text{specimen}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

Compressive engineering stress and compressive engineering strain will be employed for aluminum foam, as well as the polymer and hybrid specimens in order to maintain consistency and allow comparisons between specimens. This section outlines the testing procedures.

\textbf{5.5.1 Static Compression Testing}

The majority of compression testing is performed on a screw-driven Instron 4206 fitted with a 150 kN load cell. The remaining tests are performed on an Instron 8874 hydraulic machine capable of both axial and torsional loading. The 8874 machine uses a 25 kN load cell. Figure 5.3 shows pictures of both machines. The procedures for compression testing depend on the machine used.
For testing on the Instron 4206 the grippers are removed and replaced with platens. The crosshead moves at a user defined speed, in this case 25 mm/min (corresponding to an initial strain rate of $\varepsilon = 0.008 \, \text{s}^{-1}$). The test is stopped automatically when a load of 70 kN is reached. The grippers on the Instron 8874 can not easily be removed. As a result custom platens, shown in Figure 5.3 c), were fabricated to produce a flat surface for the compression tests while fitting within the grippers. After the option for data acquisition on the Instron 8874 is turned on, the desired displacement of the crosshead and the time step over which the displacement is to occur are input into the machine. The maximum time step allowed is 100 s. This limits crosshead speed to 30 mm/min (initial strain rate of $\varepsilon = 0.009 \, \text{s}^{-1}$) for specimens with a height of 50.8 mm. The load limit is set to stop testing when 20 kN is achieved. The results of testing on the Instron 4206 are comparable to those produced on the Instron 8874. Both machines have calibrated load cells and both show discrepancies between the
machines’ measured displacement (i.e. from their linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT)) and the displacement measured by hand after testing (i.e. with calipers) of 1 %. Table 5.1 lists the static tests performed.

Table 5.1: List of compression tests performed including aging information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Condition</th>
<th>Pore Size</th>
<th>Solutionizing Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Solutionizing Time (hr)</th>
<th>Aging Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Aging Time (hr)</th>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Machine (Instron)</th>
<th>Cross Head Speed (mm/min)</th>
<th>Number of tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA Al foam</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>4206</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al foam</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>4206</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al foam</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>4206</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al foam</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>4206</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al foam</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>4206</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al foam</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>8874</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al foam</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>8874</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al foam</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>8874</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al foam</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>4206</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al foam</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>8874</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF Al foam</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>4206</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Foam-Hybrid</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1080</td>
<td>4206</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF Foam Hybrid</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1080</td>
<td>4206</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elvax®</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>4206</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:  
AA - Artificially Aged  
AF - As Fabricated

Two important points in the stress-strain curve are the yield point and the point of densification. Following Lehmus and Banhart [2003] the foam yield strength is defined in the present work in one of the two following ways. It is the maximum stress if the foam displays a stress peak followed by a valley at the intersection of the elastic region and the plateau region. Otherwise, it is taken as the stress at a strain of 0.05. This is shown schematically in Figure 5.4. This convention is also applied to the hybrid material. The point of densification is defined in this study as the stress at which the
cushion factor is a minimum. The cushion factor in this investigation is calculated in EXCEL using equation (2.17). For each set of data points \((\sigma, e)\) the maximum observed stress from 0 strain up to \(e\) is divided by the energy absorbed \((W)\) up to \(e\). The cushion factor is also used to determine energy absorption efficiency. A typical stress-strain curve with the densification stress \((\sigma_d)\) and strain \((e_d)\) is shown schematically in Figure 5.5 a). The minimum cushion point is shown schematically in Figure 5.5 b).

![Stress vs Strain Curve](image)

**Figure 5.4:** Yield strength definition schematic. Upper curve the yield strength is determined by the maximum stress value while the lower curve is determined by the stress value at 5% strain.
Figure 5.5: a) Schematic of a typical stress-strain curve showing densification stress ($\sigma_d$) and strain ($e_d$). b) Schematic presentation of the cushion factor (i.e. $\sigma/W$) vs. $\sigma$. Densification stress is defined as the stress at which the cushion factor is a minimum.
5.5.2 Dynamic Testing

Dynamic testing was performed on an Instrumented Falling Weight Impact Tester Type 5 H.V controlled by an Imatek controller. The machine is capable of testing specimens at strain rates in the approximate range of $\dot{\varepsilon} \approx 10^1 \rightarrow 10^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$ [Cronin 2006]. An anvil, restrained from horizontal motion by rails, is suspended above the specimen. The anvil is allowed to fall and impact the specimen. An optical sensor measures the displacement of the anvil. Both the initial height and the mass of the anvil are variable. Force ($P$) is obtained by differentiating the displacement ($x$) signal twice and multiplying by mass of the anvil ($m_{\text{anvil}}$) as follows [Lifshitz et al. 1994]:

$$P = m_{\text{anvil}} \times \frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{dx}{dt} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

This is performed by the software that records the data. Figure 5.6 a) show the testing setup. The specimens are placed on the cone in the wide, lower chamber as shown in Figure 5.6 b).

Figure 5.6: a) Falling Weight Impact Tester Type 5 H.V. used in performing dynamic compression tests. b) Close up of an aluminum foam specimen between the base cone and the anvil.
In this investigation the height and mass of the anvil are determined using the knowledge of specimen dimension, desired strain rate and approximate value of energy absorption of the specimen \( E \). The energy absorption of the specimen is approximated using the energy absorbed during a static test [Salisbury 2006]. Crash boxes in automobiles are utilized to absorb the energy of low velocity collisions (~ 15 - 18 km/hr) [Fuganti et al. 2000]. An approximate strain rate of 100 s\(^{-1}\) was chosen based on these velocities and the specimen dimensions through equation (2.1). With the strain rate and impact velocity \( v_{\text{anvil}} \) known the drop height of the anvil \( h_{\text{anvil}} \) is then calculated utilizing the following equation [Salisbury 2006]:

\[
h_{\text{anvil}} = \frac{v_{\text{anvil}}^2}{2g}
\]  

(5.4)

where \( g \) is gravity. The mass required to produce an impact energy of \( E \) from a drop height of \( h_{\text{anvil}} \) is calculated as follows [Salisbury 2006]:

\[
m_{\text{anvil}} = \frac{E}{gh_{\text{anvil}}}
\]  

(5.5)

The tests performed are listed along with the nominal testing parameters in Table 5.2. Tests are repeated twice to ensure repeatability. Two conditions of aluminum foam are used for testing. They include as-fabricated (i.e. “AF” in the table) and solutionized and artificially aged for 4 hours at 220°C (i.e. “AA 4 hrs 220°C” in the table). The data collected is cut at the point where forward motion of the anvil is stopped.
Table 5.2: Dynamic testing parameters for each specimen type tested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Pore Size</th>
<th>Drop height (m)</th>
<th>Drop weight (kg)</th>
<th>Impact velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>Energy (J)</th>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solid Elvax</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>127.53</td>
<td>950.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF Foam</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>165.79</td>
<td>194.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA 4 hr 220°C Foam</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>165.79</td>
<td>194.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF Foam Hybrid</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>293.32</td>
<td>1080.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA 4 hr 220°C Foam Hybrid</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>293.32</td>
<td>1080.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dynamic testing on the drop tower produces initial vibrations caused by impact which are visible in the results (i.e. curve fluctuations) [Hsiao and Daniel 1998]. To avoid filtering out real data the results are left as is without filtering. The high rate of testing (~ 4430 mm/s) combined with the short linear-elastic region of the foam specimens (e < 0.05 equivalent to approximately 2.5 mm) result incomplete capture of this region. The initial curve fluctuations and the incomplete linear-elastic regions make accurately determining the yield strengths impossible. Therefore yield strength values are not determined for dynamic compression testing. At densification however the fluctuations in the curve are greatly reduced and therefore the densification stress and strain are determined utilizing the conventions employed in static testing.

5.5.3 Compression-Compression Cyclic Testing for Mechanical Damping Studies

The inelastic behaviour of materials under all loading conditions result in a hysteresis loop when cyclic loads are applied [Lazan 1964]. The area in the hysteresis loop is proportional to the damping capacity [Shen 2001, Lazan 1964]. To obtain damping properties of the aluminum foam and hybrid cyclic testing is performed on the Instron 8874 described previously.

All specimens are subjected to sinusoidal loading in an axial fixed-free vibration system. However the foam is not clamped to the fixed base to avoid damage to the foam. The specimens are tested for
190 cycles at 5Hz and at two different amplitudes. To maintain contact between the specimen and the platens a mean compressive strain that is larger than the applied amplitude is utilized, as described below.

For both aluminum foam and aluminum foam-polymer hybrid specimens only the as-fabricated condition of aluminum foam is tested. The specimens are tested by displacement control, under which a predetermined cyclic displacement is imposed by the machine on the specimens and the force values vary based on the specimen response. A mean compressive displacement $d_M = 0.356$ mm, corresponding to 0.7% strain is applied to the specimens. Superimposed on this is the sine wave with either a “high” amplitude (i.e. test condition D5H) of $d_A = 0.101$ mm (0.2% strain) or a “low” amplitude (i.e. test condition D5L) of $d_A = 0.051$ mm (0.1% strain). These values are listed in Table 5.3. A schematic of the strain cycle applied to the specimens is shown in Figure 5.7. The schematic shows the two amplitudes employed at 5 Hz. When the polymer is strained under the above conditions, the differences in load values during loading and unloading are in the range of the load cell error, making the results unusable. Therefore polymer testing is not included.

Table 5.3: Cyclic testing displacement control parameters at the “low” amplitude (D5L) and “high” amplitude (D5H) conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Condition</th>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Displacement (mm)</th>
<th>Strain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean $d_M$</td>
<td>Amplitude $d_A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5L</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5H</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this work both the unit damping \( D \) and the loss coefficient \( \eta \) of the specimens are utilized to compare the damping properties of the different materials. These two values are determined in the following manner. If the specimen is homogeneously stressed, i.e. the assumption made for uniaxial test specimens, \( D \) is defined as the area in the stress-strain hysteresis loop, and determined according to the following equation [Lazan 1968]

\[
D = \int \sigma(e) de
\]  
(5.6)
The unit loss coefficient ($\eta$) is a relative damping unit. It is found by normalizing the energy absorbed by the unit elastic strain energy ($U$) per cycle. The equations for $\eta$ is as follows [Lazan 1964]

$$\eta = \frac{D}{2\pi U} \quad (5.7)$$

The unit elastic strain energy denoted by $U$ is an average measure of the energy input and released upon loading and unloading the specimen respectively. The value of the unit strain energy is calculated as [Lazan 1968]

$$U = \int_{e=0}^{e_u} \sigma_{mid}(e) de \quad (5.8)$$

The value of $\sigma_{mid}$ at any strain, $e$, is calculated as the average of the stress during loading at $e$, and the stress during unloading at $e$ [Lazan 1968]. A graphic representation of the $\sigma_{mid}$-$e$ curve can be seen in Figure 5.8.
The experimental results contain random noise from the load cell (± 10 N) and a noise at 300 Hz from the hydraulic pump (± 20 N). These have little effect on the results producing only a ± 0.0018 MPa variation in the stress-strain curves (observed stress range from 0 to > 1 MPa). However the noise does result in strain values not being sequential, which causes problems in calculating the area under the curve. To make the calculation easier the loading and unloading curves are curve fit with 4th order polynomials with an average fit coefficient of $R^2 = 0.999$. An example of the curve fitting to the loading and unloading curves with polynomials is shown in Figure 5.9. The area is then calculated by integrating the polynomial. The area in the hysteresis loop is calculated by subtracting the area of the unloading curve from the area of the loading curve. The $\sigma_{mid}$ curve, used to calculate the elastic strain energy, is determined by combining the loading and unloading curves and fitting the full cycle.
curve with a 4\textsuperscript{th} order polynomial. This is shown in Figure 5.10. Again the area is calculated by integrating the polynomial. The error in loss coefficient due to variations in calculating the $\sigma_{mid}$ curve is less than 5\%. Curve fitting the loading, unloading and full cycle curves for 190 cycles is time consuming and not required. The rapid change in the hysteresis loop up to the 10\textsuperscript{th} cycle and the subsequent slower changes over the next 180 cycles are captured by performing the preceding procedure on the following selected cycles 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 70, 80, 100, 120, 130, 150, 170, and 190. The average values of $D$ and $\eta$ are calculated by summing the values from the selected cycles between the 10\textsuperscript{th} and 190\textsuperscript{th} cycle and dividing by 12. Starting at the 10\textsuperscript{th} cycle eliminates the effect the high values the 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 5\textsuperscript{th} cycle have on the average.

![Graph]

Figure 5.9: An example of the noise level in the loading and unloading stress-strain curves and the resultant 4\textsuperscript{th} order polynomial curve fits utilized in damping calculations.
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Figure 5.10: An example of the $\sigma_{\text{mid}} - \varepsilon$ curve. Produced by a 4$^{\text{th}}$ order polynomial curve fit to the full cycle.
Chapter 6
Experimental Results

6.1 Introduction
The results are categorized according to the experimental testing procedures described in Chapter 5. The materials tested, which encompass aluminum foam, polymer, and aluminum foam-polymer hybrid, are the basis for the subdivision of each experimental test section.

6.2 Static Compression Testing
In this section material response to static loading is quantified using stress-strain curves, energy absorption diagrams (i.e. W vs. $\sigma$ plots) and the cushion factor (C), as described in Chapter 2. Energy absorbed per unit volume (W) is calculated as the area under the stress-strain curve following the procedure outlined in Chapter 2. Tables listing specimen yield strength ($\sigma_{ys}$), densification stress and strain (i.e. $\sigma_d$ and $e_d$, respectively), energy absorbed up to densification $W_d$ and C are included in each section.

6.2.1 Aluminum Foam
For static compression testing both age-hardened aluminum and as-fabricated foam are investigated. The repeat of compression testing in as-fabricated and selected aging conditions show the results are generally reproducible. During compression testing the foams are fully densified. The height of the specimens is reduced to approximately 7 mm when a maximum compressive load of 70 kN is applied and approximately 10 mm when a maximum compressive load of 20 kN is applied. Minimal lateral expansion is observed only upon initial loading. This can be seen in Figure 6.1 where lateral expansion occurs up to a strain of approximately 0.13 but remains constant thereafter.
Deformation is observed to occur heterogeneously in discreet crush bands of high localized strain in all aluminum foam specimens. This is shown for an aluminum foam specimen aged for 1 hr at 220°C in Figure 6.1 where the lines indicate the regions of high strain. The circles show areas with little local deformation despite the macroscopic strain of up to 0.38. Some slight barreling in the compressed specimen is observed due to the initial expansion. A typical compressed aluminum foam specimen can be seen in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.1: Images captured during compression testing of an aluminum foam specimen artificially aged for 1 hr at 220°C for strains from 0.00 (a) to 0.38 (g). In the circles are examples of cells which show little deformation up to e = 0.038. The lines show examples of crush bands.
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6.2.1.1 Age-Hardened Aluminum Foam

Age hardening of aluminum foam is performed at 180°C and 220°C for select aging times according to the heat treatment procedure described in Section 5.4. The goal is to evaluate the effect of precipitation hardening in the alloy on the yield strength, energy absorption and cushion factor of the foam.

The compression testing results for specimens aged at 180°C and 220°C can be seen in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4, respectively. For clarity only selected aging times have been included. The results indicate that age hardening treatments increase the yield strength as well as the stress plateau. The specimens aged for 7 hrs at 180°C, 2 hrs at 220°C and 4 hrs at 220°C display stress-strain curves with upper yield points followed by stress valleys. Specimens aged for shorter times (i.e. underaged conditions) have smooth, constantly increasing, stress levels from 0 loading up to and beyond yielding. The stress-strain plateaus generally show small peaks and valleys and a decrease in slope as aging time increases. The specimens aged for 1 hr at 180°C and 0.5 hr at 220°C show the steepest slopes. The average yield strength at each aging conditions is listed in Table 6.1. When only a single
test is performed for a given aging condition (i.e. for 1, 4, 5 hours at 180°C) the values of that test are listed. From Table 6.1 it can be seen that the specimens aged for 5 hrs and 7 hrs at 180°C have the highest yield strength at 1.25 MPa and 1.26 MPa, respectively, followed by the specimen aged for 4 hrs at 220°C with a yield strength of 1.16 MPa. All specimens densify between strains of 0.54 and 0.57. The specimens aged at 180°C densify at somewhat different stresses (1.7 to 2.06 MPa for 2 and 7 hours respectively) and the specimens aged at 220°C densify at approximately the same stress values (1.83 to 1.94 MPa for 0.5 and 4 hours respectively).

![Compressive stress-strain curves for aluminum foam specimens age-hardened at 180°C under static compression.](image)

Figure 6.3: Compressive stress-strain curves for aluminum foam specimens age-hardened at 180°C under static compression.
Figure 6.4: Compressive stress-strain curves for aluminum foam specimens age-hardened at 220°C under static compression.

The increase in magnitude of the stress plateau with increasing aging times leads to a generally higher stress at which energy is absorbed. This can be seen in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 where the vertical portion of the curves is shifted to higher values of stress with increased aging times. As shown in Figure 6.5 the shoulders of the energy curves for foams aged at 180°C occur at approximately the same stress 2 MPa. This is also seen in Figure 6.6 for the case of aging at 220°C where the shoulder occurs at a lower stress of 1.9 MPa. These aging conditions, as well as the values obtained for $e_d$, $\sigma_d$, W and C are listed in Table 6.1.
Figure 6.5: Energy absorption curve for aluminum foam specimens age-hardened at 180°C under static compression.

Figure 6.6: Energy absorption curve for aluminum foam specimens age-hardened at 220°C under static compression.
From Table 6.1 it can be seen that the foams aged for 5 hrs at 180°C and the 7 hrs at 180°C absorb the most energy at densification with approximate values of 0.80 mJ/mm³. At both 180°C and 220°C the Cushion factor decreases with increasing aging time. At 180°C it decreases from 3.0 (aged for 1 hr) to 2.5 (aged for 7 hr). The decrease is less significant in foams aged at 220°C ranging from 2.8 (aged for 0.5 hr) to 2.6 (aged for 4 hr).

Table 6.1: Properties of age-hardened aluminum foam under static compression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen Material</th>
<th>Aging Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Aging Time (hrs)</th>
<th>σ_{YS} (Mpa)</th>
<th>Properties at e_{d}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e (MPa)</td>
<td>σ_{d} (MPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al Foam</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al Foam</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al Foam</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al Foam</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al Foam</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al Foam</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al Foam</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al Foam</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al Foam</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: AA - Artificially Aged  
AF - As Fabricated

Variations of ± 12 % in measured yield strength values, ± 5 % in densification stress and energy absorption values and ± 3 % in densification strain are obtained. Variations in calculated Cushion factors are less than ± 5 %.

6.2.1.2 As-fabricated Aluminum Foam

Average values from compressive tests on three as-fabricated foam specimens are presented in this section. A typical engineering stress-strain curve for an as-fabricated foam can be seen in Figure 6.7.
Also included in the figure are stress-strain curves for peak-age hardened foam at 180°C (7 hrs) and 220°C (4hrs). The as-fabricated curve displays an upper yield point at 1.34 MPa stress followed by a drop and a subsequent slow rise in stress (i.e. plateau region) up to densification. Densification in as-fabricated foams occurs at approximately $\sigma_d = 1.98$ MPa and $e_d = 0.56$ as determined by the point with the minimum cushion factor. Visual observation of Figure 6.7 confirms these findings. Minor peaks and valleys are observed in the plateau region with a sharp rise in stress upon foam densification. The stress-strain curves of all three foams in Figure 6.7 are all very similar. The as-fabricated foam shows the highest yield strength. The plateau height of the as-fabricated foam is approximately the same height as the 7 hrs 180°C age hardened foam. Both are higher than the plateau of the 4 hrs 220°C age hardened foam.

Figure 6.7: Compressive stress-strain curve of the as-fabricated and peak-age hardened aluminum foam under static compression.
The energy absorption curve of a typical as-fabricated foam is shown in Figure 6.8. The curve shows that the absorbed energy increases from 0.01 mJ/mm$^3$ to approximately 0.80 mJ/mm$^3$ over the plateau region. At the shoulder of the curve, occurring at approximately $\sigma_d$, the slope transitions from near vertical towards the horizontal. After this point incremental increase in energy absorption is accompanied by a significant increase in stress.

![Figure 6.8: Energy absorption curve of as-fabricated aluminum foam under static compression.](image)

Table 6.2 lists the average properties of as-fabricated foams. At densification the as-fabricated foams absorb approximately 0.80 mJ/mm$^3$, this produces an average cushion factor of 2.5.

Table 6.2: Properties of as-fabricated aluminum foam under static compression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen Material</th>
<th>Aging Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Aging Time (hrs)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{ys}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Properties at $e_d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AF Al Foam</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>$e$ 0.01 0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma_d$ 1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$W$ 0.802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$C$ 2.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Variations in yield strength, densification stress and energy absorption values are less than $\pm 2\%$ for all the values measured.

### 6.2.2 Polymer

For reasons described in Chapter 4 Elvax® is the polymer chosen for filling the foam. To understand the role of Elvax® in the properties of the hybrid, testing on the polymer is performed under the same conditions as the hybrid material. During compression tests Elvax® expands laterally and showed tearing through the center of the specimen. The polymer sample displays some springback upon unloading. Figure 6.9 shows an Elvax® specimen after compression testing.

![Figure 6.9: Elvax® specimen after static compression testing.](image)

Figure 6.9: Elvax® specimen after static compression testing.

Figure 6.10 shows the stress-strain response of Elvax®. The curve has an initial linear elastic region followed by a sharp rise in stress at a strain of 0.6. No yield point or near-constant stress plateau is observed. Therefore no yield strength value is reported. Elvax®, an already dense solid is not a foam and does not truly densify, similar to the foam however it does have an optimum point for energy absorption therefore the definitions and procedures applied to foams for densification stress,
and strain, $\sigma_d$ and $e_d$ are used on Elvax®. The term densification will still be used to avoid confusion.

![Compressive stress-strain curves of solid Elvax® under static compression.](image)

Figure 6.10: Compressive stress-strain curves of solid Elvax® under static compression.

Figure 6.11 shows the energy absorption diagram of Elvax®. As expected the curve does not display any vertical portion. Instead a near constant slope in the log-log plot depicting an increase in the allowable stress required for an increase in energy absorbed is observed up to 4 MPa. From 4 to 8 MPa the slope of the curve decreases until at 8 MPa the curve again shows a near constant slope. This slope is lower than the initial region (i.e. up to 4 MPa) which indicates that for a similar increase in energy absorption a larger increase in stress is observe beyond 8 MPa than before 4 MPa.
Figure 6.11: Energy absorption curve of solid Elvax® under static compression.

Table 6.3 lists the average values of the properties of interest for solid Elvax®. On average Elvax® densifies at a strain of 0.59 and a stress of 6.5 MPa. It absorbs 1.74 mJ/mm$^3$ up to densification, this combined with the densification stress yields a Cushion factor of 3.7.

Table 6.3: Properties of solid Elvax® under static compression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen Material</th>
<th>Aging Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Aging Time (hrs)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{ys}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Properties at $e_d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elvax</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of compression testing on solid Elvax® were repeatable showing a ± 5 % variation in densification stress and energy absorption values and less than 1 % variation is densification strain. Variations in calculated C values are less than ± 5 %.
6.2.3 Aluminum Foam-Polymer Hybrid

For static compression testing of hybrid materials both an as-fabricated and a 4 hrs at 220°C age-hardened aluminum foam are infiltrated with polymer and tested. The definitions of $\sigma_{ys}$ and $\epsilon_d$ employed for aluminum foam are also used for the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid material. Repeats were not performed on the age-hardened foams.

During compression testing of the hybrid material the specimen deforms laterally similar to solid Elvax®. After compression testing the appearance of the hybrid specimens are again akin to solid Elvax®. The aluminum foam in the hybrid is only partially densified and the damaged hybrid specimens are permanently flattened. The dimensions of the tested specimens normal to the crushing axis expand due to the presence of Elvax®. This can be seen in Figure 6.12 a). Some of the ligaments in the filled foam buckle akin to an unfilled foam, however ligaments in the filled foam also fracture. The result is a discontinuous network of aluminum ligaments distributed throughout the Elvax®. This is shown in Figure 6.12 b).

Figure 6.12: Typical aluminum foam-polymer hybrid specimen after static compression testing before (a) and after the polymer has been melted out (b).
The stress-strain curve of the hybrid material is distinct from the materials of which it is constructed, as shown in Figure 6.13. From initial loading (i.e. $e = 0$) up to a strain of 0.03 the approximately linear stress-strain behaviour of the hybrid material is similar to that of aluminum foam. Between $e = 0.03$ and $e = 0.18$ the stress-strain curve retains an approximately linear stress-strain relationship, displaying an observed slope that is slightly elevated compared to the slope of the stress-strain curve for Elvax®. Yet another approximately linear relationship between stress and strain occurs between $e = 0.19$ and densification (i.e. $e_d \approx 0.57$). The slope of the stress-strain curve of the hybrid between these strains is less than that displayed in the stress-strain curve for Elvax®. From a strain of 0.03 to 0.57 the stress level in the hybrid material quadruples. Beyond densification a sharp rise in stress is observed for the hybrid material and the stress-strain curve of both the hybrid and Elvax® begin to merge. The stress-strain response of the hybrid specimen with an as-fabricated matrix is the same as the hybrid specimen with an age-hardened foam matrix.

Figure 6.13: Compressive stress-strain curves of aluminum foam-polymer hybrid under static compression. Included are the stress-strain curves of the parent material.
The energy absorption diagram is shown in Figure 6.14. The aluminum foam-polymer hybrid curves do not display a vertical segment, as observed in the base foam material. It does, however, have a steeper slope than solid Elvax® showing a larger increase in energy absorbed for the same stress increase (~ 2.0 mJ/mm\(^3\) compared to ~ 1.6 mJ/mm\(^3\) from 1 to 6 MPa). The shoulder of the energy absorption curve of the hybrid materials occurs between 6 and 7 MPa.

Figure 6.14: Energy absorption curve of aluminum foam-polymer hybrid under static compression. Included are the energy absorption curves of the parent materials.

Table 6.4 lists the properties of the hybrid specimens. The values of the yield strength for the as-fabricated and the age-hardened aluminum foam-polymer hybrid are 2.11 and 2.09 MPa, respectively. The as-fabricated aluminum foam-polymer hybrid densifies at a stress of 7.94 MPa absorbing 2.75 mJ/mm\(^3\). The age-hardened aluminum foam-polymer hybrid densifies at a lower stress of 7.19 MPa.
absorbing less energy at 2.46 mJ/mm³. The Cushion factor at both conditions is however quite similar at approximately 2.9.

Table 6.4: Properties of aluminum foam-polymer hybrid in two aluminum foam conditions (i.e. as-fabricated and artificially aged for 4 hrs at 220°C) under static compression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen Material</th>
<th>Aging Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Aging Time (hrs)</th>
<th>σ_yσ (Mpa)</th>
<th>Properties at e_d</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>σ_d (MPa)</th>
<th>W (mJ/mm³)</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AF Al Foam Hybrid</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>2.750</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al Foam Hybrid</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>7.19</td>
<td>2.457</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: AA - Artificially Aged
AF - As Fabricated

The variations observed in repeated tests on the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid with the foam in the as-fabricated condition are less than 2% for all values.

6.3 Dynamic Compression Testing

In this section material response to dynamic loading is quantified in the same manner as in static compression testing with the exception of the yield strength. The repeat of dynamic tests on each material are repeatable and show little variation in results (less than ± 4%).

6.3.1 Aluminum Foam

Both as-fabricated and age hardened (4hrs at 220°C) aluminum foams are tested dynamically. Upon impact the specimens crush, as they do in static testing with minimal barreling. Specimen height after impact is approximately 9 mm. A typical specimen after dynamic compression testing can be seen in Figure 6.15.
The stress-strain responses of the as-fabricated and age-hardened aluminum foams are shown in Figure 6.16. There is little difference between the responses of the two different aluminum foam conditions. As mentioned in Section 5.5.2 little of the initial linear-elastic regions of the foams are captured. The stress-strain curves are rough, especially up to approximately $e = 0.3$. It is noted that the peaks and valleys occur at approximately the same intervals in both foams and that the amplitude of these fluctuations decreases with increasing strain.
Figure 6.16: Compressive stress-strain curves of aluminum foam in the as-fabricated and age hardened (4hr at 220°C) conditions tested at $\text{de/dt} = 100 \text{ s}^{-1}$.

Figure 6.17 shows the energy absorption diagram for the two specimens. The curves have a vertical slope indicating energy absorbed at near constant stress up to the shoulder. The shoulder of the energy absorption diagram occurs at approximately $\sigma_d \approx 2.3 \text{ MPa}$. 
Table 6.5 lists the average value of the properties of the aluminum foam specimens in both conditions. The as-fabricated aluminum foam absorbs approximately the same energy \((W = 0.88 \text{ mJ/mm}^3)\) at a lower densification stress \((\sigma_d \approx 2.23 \text{ MPa})\) than the artificially aged foam \((0.87 \text{ mJ/mm}^3 \text{ at } \sigma_d \approx 2.28 \text{ MPa})\). This results in a lower Cushion factor of 2.53 for the as-fabricated specimen compared to 2.62 for the artificially aged foam.
Table 6.5: Properties of aluminum foam in two conditions (i.e. as-fabricated and artificially aged for 4 hrs at 220°C) tested at \( \text{de/dt} = 100 \text{ s}^{-1} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen Material</th>
<th>Aging Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Aging Time (hrs)</th>
<th>( \sigma_{ys} ) (Mpa)</th>
<th>Properties at ( \epsilon_d )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AF Al Foam</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.58 2.23 0.88 12.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al Foam</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.57 2.28 0.87 12.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: AA - Artificially Aged  
AF - As Fabricated

### 6.3.2 Polymer

The Elvax® specimens show little permanent deformation after dynamic testing. Spring back of the specimen is observed after loading. This is seen in Figure 6.18 where the final height of the specimen is close to the 43 mm compared to the initial 44 mm.

Figure 6.18: Typical Elvax® specimen after dynamic compression testing.

Figure 6.19 displays the dynamic stress-strain response of Elvax®. Dynamic testing of the solid Elvax® specimens halts between approximately \( \epsilon = 0.48 \) and 0.53. At the prescribed strain rate...
Elvax® shows linear stress-strain behaviour up to the limits of the present testing. Non-linear curve characteristics, such as a plateau and densification are not observed.

![Stress-strain curve](image)

Figure 6.19: Compressive stress-strain curve of solid Elvax® tested at \( \text{de/dt} = 100 \text{ s}^{-1} \).

The energy absorption curve for Elvax® is shown in Figure 6.20. Except the initial fluctuation, the log of the absorbed energy shows a linear increase with log of the stress. Table 6.6 lists the average properties of solid Elvax® at a strain of 0.48 as no data is available beyond this point for all solid Elvax® specimens. The average stress and energy absorbed associated with this strain is approximately 8.14 MPa and 2.1 mJ/mm\(^3\) respectively. The Cushion factor is 3.96.
Figure 6.20: Energy absorption diagram of Elvax® tested at $de/dt = 100 \text{ s}^{-1}$.

Table 6.6: Properties of solid Elvax® tested at $de/dt = 100 \text{ s}^{-1}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen Material</th>
<th>Aging Temp. ($^\circ\text{C}$)</th>
<th>Aging Time (hrs)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{ys}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Properties at $e_d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elvax</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3.3 Aluminum Foam-Polymer Hybrid

Dynamic compression testing of hybrid materials is performed on both as-fabricated and age-hardened (4 hrs at 220°C) aluminum foam infiltrated with polymer.

The post impact specimens have a permanent barrel distortion. The height of the specimens has been reduced by approximately 10 mm, i.e. the final size is 40 mm. Although the aluminum foam has been permanently deformed it is still intact. A typical aluminum foam-polymer hybrid specimen post
dynamic testing with the polymer and after the polymer has been melted out is shown in Figure 6.21 a) and b). A close inspection of the aluminum foam without the polymer shows many of the ligaments have fractured. Arrows in Figure 6.21 c) indicate some of the fractured ligaments.

Figure 6.21: Typical aluminum foam-polymer hybrid specimen after dynamic compression testing before (a) and after the polymer has been melted out (b) and (c). Arrows in (c) indicate examples of fractured ligaments.
The results of the dynamic compression test of the hybrid specimens are shown in Figure 6.22. Included with the stress-strain results are the curves of unfilled foam and solid Elvax®. Due to the repeatability of the tests only one stress-strain result for each foam condition is included. It is evident from Figure 6.22 that the stress-strain response of the hybrid under dynamic loading conditions is the same for both aluminum foam conditions. Data collection is halted when the impactor has zero downward velocity, this occurs between strains of approximately $e = 0.47$ to 0.53. No densification point appears on the curve. Upon initial loading fluctuations with amplitudes as large as 1 MPa are present to 0.1 MPa by $e = 0.19$. Between these strains a generally linear stress-strain relationship is observed. It is noticed that the difference between the hybrid curve and the solid Elvax® curve is larger at $e = 0.19$ (~ 3 MPa) than at $e = 0.1$ (~ 2 MPa). This indicates the slope of the stress-strain hybrid curve is steeper than the slope for the solid Elvax® stress-strain curve. The difference between the hybrid and solid Elvax® curves at $e = 0.4$ is approximately 2.2 (4 hr 220°C specimen) to 2.6 MPa (as-fabricated specimen). This indicates that beyond $e = 0.19$ the slope of the approximately linear stress-strain hybrid curve reduces to below that displayed by the solid Elvax® stress-strain curve.
Figure 6.22: Compressive stress-strain curves of aluminum foam-polymer hybrid tested at $\text{d}e/\text{d}t = 100$ $\text{s}^{-1}$. Included also are the stress-strain curves of the parent material.

The energy absorption diagram for the hybrid material is seen in Figure 6.23. Curves for the parent materials are also included. Ignoring the fluctuations, the hybrid specimens show a near linear increase in the $\log(W)$ with $\log(\sigma)$. The slope is steeper than that for solid Elvax® but not vertical like that seen for aluminum foams. The energy absorption of the hybrid specimens increases from approximately 0.1 to 3.0 mJ/mm$^3$ as the stress increases from 3 MPa to 10 MPa.
Figure 6.23: Energy absorption curve of aluminum foam-polymer hybrid tested at de/dt = 100 s⁻¹. Included are the results of the parent materials.

Table 6.7 lists the stress values at a strain of 0.47 for the hybrid specimens. A strain of 0.47 was chosen as beyond this strain data is not available for all hybrid specimens. The average stress in as-fabricated aluminum foam hybrid at the selected strain is 10.38 MPa with an average energy absorbed of 3.1 mJ/mm³. The age-hardened aluminum foam hybrid has an average stress of 10.28 MPa and average energy absorption of 3.1 mJ/mm³ when compressed to a strain of 0.45. The Cushion factors are approximately 3.3 for the hybrid specimens regardless of foam condition.
Table 6.7: Properties of aluminum foam-polymer hybrid in two aluminum foam conditions (i.e. as-fabricated and artificially aged for 4 hrs at 220°C) tested at $\frac{de}{dt} = 100 \text{ s}^{-1}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen Material</th>
<th>Aging Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Aging Time (hrs)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{ys}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Properties at $e_d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AF Al Foam Hybrid</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.47 10.38 3.13 3.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Al Foam Hybrid</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.47 10.28 3.09 3.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: AA - Artically Aged  
AF - As Fabricated

6.4 Mechanical Damping Results Obtained from Compression-Compression Cyclic Testing

In this section, the cyclic stress-strain response, unit damping ($D$) and the non dimensional loss coefficient ($\eta$) of as-fabricated aluminum foam and as-fabricated aluminum foam-polymer hybrid are assessed by way of cyclic testing. The change in cyclic stress-strain response over time is shown in figures containing the stress-strain curves of the 1st, 10th, 100th, and 150th cycle. Average values of unit damping and the loss coefficient are listed in tables while selected individual cycle $D$ and $\eta$ values (cycle numbers listed in Chapter 5.5.3) are plotted vs. number of cycles.

Selected cyclic tests were repeated and a variation of ± 5% in average unit damping and loss coefficient values are obtained. For the same specimen within the 190 cycle test, values of $D$ at the selected cycles vary by as much as 16% from the calculated average, while values of $\eta$ can differ by up to 10% from the average.

The cyclic stress-strain curves for the D5L and D5H testing conditions applied to aluminum foam (Figure 6.24 and Figure 6.25) and aluminum foam-polymer hybrid (Figure 6.27 and Figure 6.28)
show two general trends. The first trend visible in all four figures is the initial non-symmetric, open hysteresis loop produced in the first loading cycle. Initially upon loading, the specimens display approximately linear stress-strain behaviour. At compressive strains between 0.0073 and 0.0075 the curves representing the first loading cycle in all four specimens (i.e. Figure 6.24, Figure 6.25, Figure 6.27 and Figure 6.28) demonstrate a decrease in slope. This decrease in slope is observed to be more pronounced in the aluminum foam specimens than in the hybrid specimens. Upon unloading the curves have shifted to lower stress values. This is apparent from the difference between the start of the loading curves and the end of the unloading curves which is greater in aluminum foam specimens than in the hybrid specimens. From the second cycle on, the hysteresis loops are all closed, i.e. end at the same stress they begin at.

The second trend observed for both aluminum foam and aluminum foam-polymer hybrid materials is the gradual drifting of hysteresis loops. The aluminum foam figures (Figure 6.24 and Figure 6.25) and the hybrid figures (Figure 6.27 and Figure 6.28) show that from the 1\textsuperscript{st} to the 10\textsuperscript{th} to the 100\textsuperscript{th} cycle the hysteresis loops shift towards decreasing stress values. As the cycles increase the hysteresis loop stabilizes and ceases to drift. In all four cases the 100\textsuperscript{th} and the 150\textsuperscript{th} loop are near identical indicating stabilization of the loops occurs at or before the 100\textsuperscript{th} cycle. The drift in stress is seen to be larger at higher strain amplitudes.

6.4.1 Aluminum Foam

Measurement of specimens’ dimensions post testing shows that testing under D5L conditions produces no appreciable height difference but a 0.1 mm reduction in height tested under D5H conditions is observed. The cyclic stress-strain curves for D5L and D5H aluminum foam are shown in Figure 6.24 and Figure 6.25, respectively. The shapes of the curves vary significantly between the D5L and D5H conditions. The shapes of the D5L curves (i.e. Figure 6.24) are approximately linear
and do not change with increasing cycles. They show little hysteresis loop area between the loading and unloading curves.

The D5H (i.e. Figure 6.25) curves produce larger hysteresis loops than those tested at D5L conditions. The curves display non-linear stress-strain behaviour at the beginning and end of the loading and unloading curves, respectively. For less than 10 cycles only the initial loading and final unloading stress have a value of 0 MPa. As the number of cycles increase more of the curve displays a stress of 0 MPa. In Figure 6.25 the curves of the 10th, 100th and 150th cycle contains a horizontal line at 0 MPa.

![Stress-strain curves at selected cycles for aluminum foam specimens tested under D5L condition](image)

Figure 6.24: Stress-strain curves at selected cycles for aluminum foam specimens tested under D5L condition (ie. 5 Hz, \(d_m = 0.356\) mm and \(d_A = 0.051\) mm).
Table 6.8 lists the average unit damping and loss coefficient values for aluminum foam at the two testing conditions. The aluminum foam tested at the lower amplitude has an average unit damping of $D = 2.48 \times 10^{-5} \text{ mJ/mm}^3$ and an average loss coefficient of $\eta = 0.0036$ over the 190 cycles. At the higher amplitude the foam has an average unit damping of $D = 1.53 \times 10^{-4} \text{ mJ/mm}^3$ and an average loss coefficient of $\eta = 0.0129$. Figure 6.26 shows the evolution of $D$ and $\eta$ over 190 cycles at both amplitudes. The value of $\eta$ for the first cycle is not included due to the open hysteresis loop producing uncharacteristically high values. The 2nd cycle values for $D$ and $\eta$ at both testing conditions are high compared to their respective average values. The unit damping and loss coefficient values stabilize by the 10th cycle for the D5L foam. As such, the average values of both $D$ and $\eta$ well represents any cycle over the 190 cycles. From Figure 6.26 values for the 190th cycle are
found to be $D = 2.33 \times 10^{-5}$ mJ/mm$^3$ and $\eta = 0.0036$. It takes up to the 100th cycle for the D5H foam to stabilize. This results in differences between the values of $D$ and $\eta$ at any cycle and the average values. For D5H the values of $D$ and $\eta$ at the 190th cycle are $D = 1.32 \times 10^{-4}$ mJ/mm$^3$ and $\eta = 0.0115$. Figure 6.26 also shows that any shift in unit damping values produces an equivalent shift in loss coefficient values at both D5L and D5H testing conditions.

Table 6.8: Aluminum foam average unit damping ($D$) and loss coefficient ($\eta$) over 190 cycles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Condition</th>
<th>$D$ (mJ/mm$^3$)</th>
<th>$\eta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D5L</td>
<td>2.48E-05</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5H</td>
<td>1.53E-04</td>
<td>0.0129</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.26: Evolution of aluminum foam unit damping ($D$) and loss coefficient ($\eta$) for 190 cycles at D5L and D5H testing conditions.
6.4.2 Aluminum Foam-Polymer Hybrid

Measurements of the hybrid specimens after cyclic testing show no reduction in height for either D5L or D5H test conditions. The results of cyclic testing carried out at D5L and D5H are shown in Figure 6.27 and Figure 6.28, respectively. The D5L hybrid specimen shows little area in the hysteresis loop, as is the case of aluminum foam. In contrast, the hysteresis loop of the D5H hybrid specimen shows significant hysteresis loop area between loading and unloading curves. Also visible in the curves of the hybrid specimen tested under D5H conditions is the lack of any horizontal sections and a minimum compressive stress value of 0.17 MPa.

Figure 6.27: Stress-strain curves at selected cycles for aluminum foam-polymer hybrid specimens tested under D5L condition (ie. 5 Hz, \( d_m = 0.356 \text{ mm} \) and \( d_A = 0.051 \text{ mm} \)).
Figure 6.28: Stress-strain curves at selected cycles for aluminum foam-polymer hybrid specimens tested under D5H condition (ie. 5 Hz, $d_M = 0.356$ mm and $d_A = 0.101$ mm).

Table 6.9 lists the average values of $D$ and $\eta$ for the D5L and D5H hybrid specimens. The D5L hybrid specimen has an average unit damping of $D = 4.28 \times 10^{-5}$ mJ/mm$^3$ and an average loss coefficient of $\eta = 0.0053$, while the D5H specimen has an average unit damping of $D = 2.15 \times 10^{-4}$ mJ/mm$^3$ and an average loss coefficient of $\eta = 0.0168$. The evolution of unit damping and the loss coefficient over the 190 cycles is shown in Figure 6.29. At both D5L and D5H testing conditions the hybrid material shows the stabilization of $D$ and $\eta$ by the 10$^{th}$ cycle. The flat curves imply that the average values of $D$ and $\eta$ closely resemble the values obtained at any cycle. This is confirmed by the following values obtained from the 190$^{th}$ cycle for both $D$ and $\eta$ at both testing conditions from Figure 6.28. For D5L testing conditions $D = 4.11 \times 10^{-5}$ mJ/mm$^3$ and $\eta = 0.0052$, and at D5H testing conditions $D = 2.10 \times 10^{-4}$ mJ/mm$^3$ and $\eta = 0.0157$. At D5L the curve for $D$ and the curve for $\eta$
are remain parallel to each other over the 190 cycles. This is in contrast to the curves for \( D \) and \( \eta \) at D5H test conditions which are divergent. This apparent divergence is within experimental error and is not considered significant.

Table 6.9: Aluminum foam-polymer hybrid average unit damping (\( D \)) and loss coefficient (\( \eta \)) over 190 cycles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Condition</th>
<th>D (mJ/mm(^3))</th>
<th>( \eta )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D5L</td>
<td>4.28E-05</td>
<td>0.0053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5H</td>
<td>2.15E-04</td>
<td>0.0168</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.29: Evolution of aluminum foam-polymer hybrid unit damping (\( D \)) and loss coefficient (\( \eta \)) for 190 cycles at D5L and D5H testing conditions.
Chapter 7
Discussion

7.1 Stress-Strain Behaviour under Static Compressive Loading

Aluminum Foam

The minimal lateral expansion observed in the aluminum foam specimens during compression can be explained by the porous nature and the cell geometry of aluminum foam. The open cell network of the foam allows air to escape with no resistance and therefore no lateral loads are imposed on the foam. Due to the cell geometry, the ligaments deform by bending and buckling [Gibson and Ashby 1997, Zhou et al. 2004b]. The deformed ligaments fill the voids within the foam and cause changes to the geometry of the cell resulting in a redistribution of load to other ligaments in the cell [Zhou et al. 2004a]. This change in geometry is likely the cause of the minimal lateral expansion observed.

The observation of the collapse of the foam in discreet crush bands is in agreement with Zhou et al. [2004a] who have applied Digital Imaging Correlation (DIC) methods to map surface strain during static compression tests on as-fabricated and T6 Duocel® aluminum foam. Their findings show that early in the plateau region (e < 0.15) a single crush band is observed. They relate this first crush band to the initial stress peak (seen in Figure 6.7) and find the causes to be the strain hardening behaviour of the aluminum ligaments and the ligament orientation [Zhou et al. 2004a]. The flow stress increase before the peak is caused by the strain hardening of the ligaments. The weakest ligaments deform causing a change in cell structure. This produces instantaneous structure softening and deformation at the center of the crush band. Above a strain of 0.15 multiple crush bands form leading to a gradual rise in flow stress [Zhou et al. 2004a]. DIC also shows the majority of deformation in the specimens
is found in the crush bands and adjacent regions [Zhou et al. 2004a]. These crush bands expand until at densification, the whole specimen is homogeneously strained. This is seen in Figure 6.2.

All the aluminum foam specimens tested in this study display generally smooth stress-strain curves. These curves show the typical shape, including the linear-elastic, plateau and densification regions of elastic-plastic foams [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. The general shape of the stress-strain curves are consistent with those reported by other researchers for Duocel® aluminum foams [Andrews et al. 1999, Zhou et al. 2004a and Krishna et al. 2005]. This includes the upper yield points and slight peaks and valley observed in the as-fabricated and the higher strength artificially aged foams. However the yield strength values obtained in this study are lower than those reported in literature [Andrews et al. 1999, Andrews et al. 2001, Zhou et al. 2004a, Krishna et al. 2007]. For the artificially aged specimens the lower yield strengths are likely the result of differences in the thermal processes, including the quenching process after solution heat treatment. The artificially aged foams tested by Zhou et al. [2004a] are water quenched after solutionizing while in this study the slower air cooling has been utilized. Esmaeili et al. [2000] have conducted resistivity measurements on AA6XXX series aluminum alloys at various ageing times with differing quench mediums. It was found that samples quenched in a slower quenching medium (i.e. air) had a lower resistivity. This lower resistivity was due to the loss of solute to grain boundary precipitation during the quench resulting in lower yield strengths. For the as-fabricated specimens this difference can be attributed to the aluminum foam fabrication procedure. As this process is unknown the exact cause of the lower yield strength values can not be determined.

Artificial aging of the aluminum foam produces differences in the stress-strain curves. The increase in yield strength and plateau height with increasing aging times observed in this study is in agreement with the trends observed by other researchers for AA6XXX based foams [Lehmus and Banhart 2003, Chan and Chan 2004]. This result is expected since the AA6XXX alloys are known to be heat
treatable and, the yield and plateau strength are dependant on ligament material properties [Gibson and Ashby 1997]. Cluff and Esmaeili [2006] performed isothermal calorimetry on AA6101 Duocel® foam and found that the peak-aged condition is achieved in 4 hrs at 220°C or 7 hrs at 180°C. This is consistent with the results obtained through compression testing where similar peak yield strength values are obtained for the samples aged for 5 hours and 7 hours at 180°C and the peak yield strength occurs after 4 hours of aging at 220°C.

It is known that a semi-brittle foam produces an upper yield point on the stress-strain curve [Gibson and Asby 1997]. Lehmus and Banhart [2003] attribute the presence of upper yield points on the stress-strain curves of warm aged AA6XXX and AA7XXX closed cell aluminum foams to reduced ductility. The observation of upper yield points on the stress-strain curves for 7 h at 180°C, 2 h and 4 h at 220°C, can also be explained by a gradual loss of ductility as the microstructural state of the alloy approaches overaging [Cluff and Esmaeili 2006]. Although the present stress- strain curves are generally smooth beyond the yield point, the appearance of the upper yield point may denote some reduction in ductility. The reduction in ductility and a transition from ductile to brittle fracture mode has also been reported in a open cell AA6061 foam after age hardening treatment of 18 hours at 160°C [Chan and Chan 2004].

The stress-strain curves produced by the specimens peak-aged at 220°C and 180°C both have an upper yield point and similar plateau slopes. However the yield strength of the specimens aged at 180°C are higher than those aged at 220°C. This difference is small and falls within the range of scatter for the artificially aged aluminum foam specimens. However, it is also expected that the number density of precipitates that form at the higher aging temperature is smaller [Esmaeili et al. 2007], leading to a coarser microstructure and therefore a lower yield strength [Esmaeili et al. 2003]
It can be seen from Figure 6.7 that the stress-strain curves produced by the as-fabricated aluminum foam specimens are similar to those of the peak-aged specimens. From Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 the as-fabricated specimens have higher average yield strength values than the peak-aged foams. Without knowing the aluminum foam fabrication process (i.e. the as-fabricated thermal history) or performing Transmission Electron Microscopy the microstructural differences between these conditions, that cause the differences in yield strength is unknown. However, it is also noted that the difference in yield strength values is within the range of observed scatter.

The scatter in the yield strength values of the age hardened foams (i.e. ± 12 %) is much higher than for the as-fabricated specimens (i.e. ± 3 %). There are two main causes of this. The first is due to the scatter in specimen relative densities. The largest difference in observed in the age hardened specimens was 0.4 % (i.e. ranging from 7.2 to 7.6 %) compared 0.05% (i.e. ranging from 7.33 to 7.38 %) for as-fabricated specimens. Equation (2.14) is found to predict the strength of Duocel® aluminum foam well when a bulk aluminum yield strength of 194 MPa is used [Andrews et al. 1999].

An estimate on the contribution of scatter in relative density on yield strength can therefore be found using equation (2.14) and the measured minimum and maximum relative densities. From this the scatter in relative density accounts for approximately only ± 5 % variation in yield strengths. The remaining variation is likely the result of variations in the heat treating procedures and variations due to the testing devices.

The total energy absorbed and the energy absorption efficiency are closely related to the shape of the stress-strain curve. The flatter stress-strain curves produced by artificially aging aluminum foam to peak-aged conditions produces specimens which typically absorb more energy and demonstrate lower Cushion factors (i.e. more efficient energy absorbers) than under-aged aluminum foams. The similar stress-strain curves between the as-fabricated and peak-aged aluminum foams produce similar energy absorption values and Cushion factors.
Having compared the mechanical properties of the peak-aged aluminum foam to the under-aged aluminum foams produced in this study (i.e. by air quenching) it can be concluded that the peak aged specimens provide higher yield strengths, higher plateaus, larger energy absorption and better energy absorption efficiencies (i.e. lower Cushion factors). However, comparing these same peak-aged foams to the as-fabricated foams no enhancement of the mechanical properties is observed. By utilizing as-fabricated foam, the time and cost of artificial aging is avoided. It is therefore better to use an as-fabricated aluminum foam over a peak-aged aluminum foam produced using the thermal processing procedure that is utilized in this study.

**Aluminum Foam-Polymer Hybrid**

The observations made during the compression testing of the aluminum foam filled with Elvax® (i.e. lateral expansion of the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid and the broken foam ligaments) are similar to those observed by Cheng and Han [2003] during the compression of aluminum foam filled with silicone. Cheng and Han [2003] attribute the lateral expansion of their polymer filled foam to the incompressibility (i.e. maintenance of constant volume during deformation) of the silicone. The lateral expansion observed during the compression testing of pure Elvax® specimens indicates that the polymer used in this study also attempts to maintain its original volume under uniaxial compression. Unlike the foam, which has empty cells accommodating the deforming aluminum, the hybrid is a solid specimen comprised mostly of Elvax® (~ 93%). The lateral expansion of the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid material can therefore be attributed to the behaviour of the polymer used in filling the foam. The lateral expansion of the polymer is also the cause of the fractured ligaments. The ligaments prevent the polymer from expanding, however when the compressive stress is large enough (producing large forces normal to the loading direction on the ligaments by the expanding polymer) the ligaments fail allowing the polymer to flow out [Cheng and Han 2003]. The implications to the stress-strain curve are discussed in more detail later on. Not noted by Cheng and
Han [2003], but observed in this investigation is the recovery of strain (approximately 0.2) upon unloading of the specimen. This behaviour can again be attributed to Elvax® as it is considered an elastomer at test temperatures displaying recoverable deformation up to large strains, whereas aluminum foam deforms plastically resulting in no strain recovery. The rate of strain recovery in the hybrid and Elvax® are not measured, however it is assumed they will both be similar.

Shown in Figure 6.13 are the stress-strain curves of aluminum foam-polymer hybrid with the aluminum foam in both as-fabricated and 4 hr at 220°C age hardened condition. Little difference is seen in the stress-strain curves of both hybrid specimens. The largest difference is less than 11 % at a strain of approximately 0.4. With variations in densification stresses in age hardened foams of up to ±5 % at and in Elvax® specimens of ±5 %, a 10 % difference between the two hybrids is not significant. It can be concluded that no benefit to the mechanical properties of the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid are obtained by subjecting the aluminum foam to the extra thermal processing performed in this study compared to using as-fabricated aluminum foams. Also repeats on the as-fabricated aluminum foam-polymer hybrid specimen show a difference of 7 % in stress values at strains of approximately 0.2. Based on the convention used for yield strength of aluminum foams the as-fabricated foam hybrid and the age-hardened foam hybrid have yield strengths significantly higher than the values observed for the base foams. The increase in strength is due to the added strength provided by Elvax® and the added strength produced by the interaction between the foam ligaments and Elvax®. The hybrids densify at a strain of 0.57. This is within the range of densification strains of both aluminum foams and Elvax®.

There are both differences and similarities between the stress-strain curves of the hybrid material and the parent materials shown in Figure 6.13. Below a strain of approximately 0.03 the stress-strain curves of the hybrid and the aluminum foam are similar. Above a strain of approximately 0.58 the stress-strain curves of the hybrid and the polymer become similar. In between these two strains the
stress-strain curve of the hybrid is an addition of the sum of the stress-strain curves of the parent materials and an interaction between the parent materials. The hybrid stress-strain curve can be split into four regions. The first three regions are divided based on the changes in slope, indicating a change in deformation mechanisms. The last region is the densification regime in which point of division is based on the point of minimum Cushion factor. These regions can be seen for an as-fabricated aluminum foam-polymer hybrid in Figure 7.1. Included in this figure is the linear summation of the stress-strain curves for as-fabricated aluminum foam and Elvax® (i.e. $\sigma_{\text{sum}}(e) = \sigma_{\text{aluminum foam}}(e) + \sigma_{\text{Elvax®}}(e)$). The deformation mechanisms thought to be responsible for the shape of the stress-strain curve are explained region by region below.

Figure 7.1: Compressive stress-strain curve of as-fabricated aluminum foam-polymer hybrid and a linear summation of the parent material curves under static loading.
A larger view of Region I for an as-fabricated foam-polymer hybrid is shown in Figure 7.2. The stiffness of the hybrid material is almost exactly the same as that shown by the linear summation of both parent materials and is also very similar to the stiffness of the aluminum foam. This is expected since Elvax® displays low stiffness and low stress values compared to the foam at this stage and is not expected to carry much load. Cheng and Han [2003] and Kwon et al. [2003] similarly note the little effect the polymer filling has on the stiffness of a filled aluminum foam. Both materials are elastic in this region and so it is expected that the hybrid will also display elastic deformation.
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Figure 7.2: Compressive stress-strain curve for Region I of as-fabricated aluminum foam-polymer hybrid and a linear summation of the parent material curves under static loading.

In the beginning of Region IIa, shown in Figure 7.2, the similarity between the stress-strain response of the hybrid and of the linear addition of the foam and polymer quickly disappears. The hybrid displays a much steeper slope than that predicted by the linear addition of the foam and the
This trend is seen to continue up to a strain of approximately 0.2 in Figure 7.1. Both Cheng and Han [2003], and Kwon et al. [2003] attribute the increase in strength to the support provided by the polymer against ligament bending and buckling. It has however been found that a 7% relative density Duocel® foam under hydrostatic loading shows little increase in yield strength or stiffness, and plastic bending of struts similar to uniaxial compression is observed at a hydrostatic stress of 2.2 MPa [Gioux et al. 2000]. Therefore some of the increase in strength must also be due to the effect the ligaments have on the polymer. The prevention of polymer expansion by the ligaments produces a tri-axial compressive pressure on the polymer. Tri-axial compressive pressure is known to increase the apparent stiffness of polymers [Nielsen 1974b]. It is therefore likely that plastic deformation in the foam structure occurs in Region IIa and that the increase in strength is due to resistance to polymer expansion imposed by the aluminum foam ligaments.

Opposite to what occurs in Region IIa, Region IIb shows a decrease in slope below that observed by the linear summation of as-fabricated foam and polymer. This indicates a change in the strengthening mechanisms produced by the foam-polymer interaction. The incompressible nature of the polymer has not changed and it is therefore still exerting pressure on the ligaments. Although deformation mechanisms are not fully understood it is theorized that failure of aluminum foam ligaments would produce a decrease in slope consistent with observed behaviour. First a disconnected cell structure decreases the resistance to polymer expansion, decreasing the apparent stiffness of the polymer in the hybrid. Second as the foam becomes disconnected, fewer ligaments contribute to the load carrying capacity of the foam in the hybrid. It is likely these two factors combine to produce the decrease in slope. At the end of Region IIb, a strain of approximately 0.58, the stress-strain response approaches that of Elvax®. This indicates most of the load is carried by the polymer and not the foam. Also reduction in interconnectivity of the aluminum foam network decreases the resistance to
the recovery of strain in the polymer upon removal of load. This explains the difference between the measured strain upon testing and the observed final strain after unloading.

The response of the hybrid in Region III reinforces the assumptions made about the deformation in Region IIb. In region III we see the hybrid and Elvax® approaching almost the same densification response, indicating further reductions in the load carried by the foam. This indicates ligaments continue to fracture in the densification region. However to confirm the assertions about hybrid deformation mechanisms further investigation is required. This includes strain mapping during deformation and removing the polymer from specimens tested up to strains of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 to observe the type of deformation in the foam ligaments.

On first inspection the stress-strain curve presented for the silicone rubber filled aluminum foam produced by Cheng and Han [2003] appears different to the stress-strain curve of the hybrid material produced in this study. Firstly, Cheng and Han [2003] list five regions instead of four. This however is a matter of definition. Cheng and Han [2003] define a transition region between the regions defined in this paper as Regions IIa and IIb. A more important difference is the observation the silicone rubber filled aluminum foam densifies at a higher strain and a lower stress than the aluminum foam it is based on. This contrasts with the similar densification strains and much higher densification stresses observed in the Elvax® filled aluminum foam compared with the aluminum foam parent material in this study. The difference in the observed stress-strain behaviour is due to the difference in parent material choices. Cheng and Han [2003] used a 0.4 % relative density aluminum foam and a polymer that is more compliant than Elvax®. The stress in the silicone rubber is significantly less than the stress in the aluminum foam at all strains. As the aluminum foam fractures at higher strains the stress-strain behaviour of the silicone filled foam approaches that of pure silicone. This indicates that to achieve an aluminum foam polymer-hybrid material that densifies beyond the parent foam and at a lower stress requires a polymer which densifies beyond the parent foam and at a lower stress.
There are still other hybrid systems which utilize aluminum foam such as aluminum foam core sandwich panels and aluminum foam filled extrusions. Typically aluminum foam core sandwich panels are tested in bending [Harte et al. 2000, Chen et al. 2001, Yu et al. 2003, Tagarielli et al. 2004]. However it is noted that compressing aluminum foam specimens sandwiched between aluminum face sheets in axial compression do not change the stress-strain behaviour of the base aluminum foam [Zhou et al. 2005]. Therefore the differences between the stress-strain curve of Elvax® filled aluminum foam and an aluminum foam core sandwich panel loaded under uniaxial compression are likely similar to the differences previously presented between Elvax® filled aluminum foam and aluminum foam.

The results of uniaxial compression on foam filled extrusions are reported as force-displacement curves by Fuganti et al. [2000] and Hanssen et al. [2000]. Converting the force-displacement curves to engineering stress-strain curves does not change the shape of curves. It is therefore possible to compare directly the shapes of the force-displacement curves to the stress-strain curves reported in this investigation for the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid material. Two differences between the curves are observed. The foam filled extrusion force-displacement curves contain many force peaks and valleys compared to the relatively smooth stress-strain curve produced by the Elvax® filled aluminum foam. This difference is due to the different mechanisms of deformation present in the two different hybrid systems. The second and more important difference is that the force-displacement curve of the foam filled extrusion produces a plateau with a near horizontal slope that extends beyond the densification strain of the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid material. The foam filled extrusion produced by [Fuganti et al. 2000] displays a peak force of 52000 N (~ 8 MPa based on supplied geometry) and a densification strain of 0.69 (recall from chapter 2 that the stroke efficiency (S_E) defined by Fuganti et al. [2000] and Hanssen et al. [2000] is equivalent to the definition of densification strain utilized in this work). This is in contrast to the stress-strain behaviour of the foam-
polymer hybrid which shows a quadruple of the stress value from the end of the linear elastic region (i.e. from 2 MPa at \( e = 0.03 \)) up to the densification strain (i.e. 8 MPa at \( e_d = 0.58 \)). Although the densification stresses in the two hybrid materials are approximately the same the densification strain in the foam filled extrusion occurs later by more than 0.1 strain. The implications of this are that the foam filled extrusion is a more efficient energy absorbing material. A comparison of the energy absorption properties of both hybrids is performed later on.

The distinct shape of the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid stress-strain curves from the stress-strain curves of the parent materials result in differences in energy absorption behaviour. This is clearly demonstrated in Figure 6.14. The hybrid material absorbs more energy at densification but is less efficient (i.e higher Cushion factor) than the aluminum foam it is based on. The higher strength observed in Regions IIa and IIb of the hybrid stress-strain curve are responsible for the larger amount of energy absorbed. The steeper average slope of these regions compared to the near horizontal stress plateau observed in the aluminum foam stress-strain curves result in the lower efficiencies. The hybrid material shows improvement in both the total energy absorbed and the energy absorption efficiency at densification compared to pure Elvax®. This is the result of the similarity between the average slope of Regions IIa and IIb in the hybrid stress-strain curve and the slope of pure Elvax® over these same strains with stress-strain curve of the hybrid demonstrating a higher strength. Based on energy absorption efficiency it is clear that the aluminum foam is a better energy absorbing material than the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid material. However an aluminum foam-polymer hybrid material in which the densification stress is lower and the densification strain is higher than the parent foam, similar to the one produced by Cheng and Han [2003], would have a higher energy absorption efficiency than the base aluminum foam. However, when dealing with two materials demonstrating significant differences in densification stress, such as as-fabricated aluminum foam (\(~ 2 \) MPa) and as fabricated aluminum foam-polymer hybrid (\(~ 8 \) MPa), choosing a material for an
energy absorption application is more complicated than picking the material with the highest energy absorption efficiency. The total amount of energy, maximum allowable force, contact area and volumetric constraints are all important factors in choosing the best material. The effect these factors have on material choice is highlighted using the following two impact scenarios.

The first impact scenario (IS1) is the impact of a head on the A pillar of a car. This scenario defined by Kretz et al. [2002] requires the absorption of 100 J of energy and a peak deceleration not to exceed 200 g (or 1960 m/s²). The mass of an average head equals 4.5 Kg [McIntosh et al. 1995]. Utilizing Newton’s second law of motion (i.e. Force = mass × accelearation) the maximum load that can be transmitted to the head is approximately 8800 N. For the purpose of this comparison we will assume the impact volume has a circular contact area with a diameter of 75 mm and a maximum allowable length of 30 mm. Based on the peak load and the geometry and following equation (5.1), the maximum allowable stress in the material is 2 MPa. A sketch of the impact volume for IS1 is shown in Figure 7.3 a).

The second impact scenario (IS2) is that for an automotive crash box. Fuganti et al. [2000] define an energy absorption of 5000 J is required with a peak load not exceeding 50 kN. In this comparison the impact volume has an area of 79 mm x 79 mm (for the crash box to fit inside the bumper) and a maximum allowable length of 350 mm. The peak allowable stress in the material is therefore a minimum of 8 MPa. A sketch of the impact volume for IS2 is shown in Figure 7.3 b).
In order to evaluate both the aluminum foam and the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid the amount of energy per unit volume ($W$) absorbed is read from Figure 6.14 for both materials with the aluminum foam in as-fabricated condition. Employing the specified area ($A$) of each impact scenario, $W$ and the target energy absorption ($U$) the length required to fulfill the energy absorption requirements, $l$, is determined by the following calculation:

$$l = \frac{U}{A \times W} \quad (7.1)$$

Table 7.1 lists $W$ for both materials at the maximum allowable stress levels in each impact scenario and the required length.
Table 7.1: Energy absorbed per unit volume \( (W) \) at the maximum allowable stress level and the required length to absorb the impact energy of IS1 and IS2 for aluminum foam and aluminum foam-polymer hybrid under static loading.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>IS1 ( (U = 100 \text{ J}) )</th>
<th>IS2 ( (U = 5000 \text{ J}) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( W ) (mJ/mm(^3))</td>
<td>( A ) (mm(^2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum Foam</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>4417.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum foam-polymer hybrid</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>4417.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is clear from Table 7.1 that in IS1 (i.e. at low stress levels) the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid material does not meet the size requirements (i.e. calculated \( l \) > required \( l = 30 \text{ mm} \)). The same is true for aluminum foam (calculated \( l \) > required \( l = 350 \text{ mm} \)) in IS2 (i.e. at high stress levels). It can be concluded that for energy absorption applications under static loading conditions where a low stress level (i.e. \( \sim 2 \text{ MPa} \)) is required the aluminum foam is the better choice, however at higher stress levels (i.e. \( \sim 8 \text{ MPa} \)) the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid outperforms aluminum foam alone and is the better choice.

In a situation where two materials exhibit similar densification stress but one material has a higher energy absorption efficiency the more efficient material allows for a more compact energy absorber volume. This can be seen by comparing the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid produced in this study with the foam filled extrusion produced by Fuganti et al. [2000]. The higher efficiency of the foam filled extrusion results in a crash box length of only 210 mm [Fuganti et al. 2000], compared to 291 mm for the aluminum foam polymer hybrid. In this application where the ideal is to minimize the length of the crash box the foam filled extrusion is a better choice. However the macroscopic heterogeneity of the foam filled extrusion means its energy absorption behaviour varies significantly depending on its dimensions [Hanssen 2000]. The aluminum foam-polymer hybrid however is
macroscopically homogenous and can therefore be made to fit a variety of high stress energy absorption applications with greater ease. It is noted that in the preceding comparison factors such as cost, weight and rebound have not been discussed. It is recommended that upon further study of this material these factors be investigated in the comparison of the aluminium foam-polymer hybrid with aluminum foam and other hybrid materials of interest.

7.2 Stress-Strain Behaviour under Dynamic Compressive Loading

Aluminum Foam

It is assumed that the lack of the initial linear-elastic regime observed in the stress-strain curves of the aluminum foam specimens is attributed to experimental conditions and not to a possible change in initial aluminum foam deformation mechanisms. This assumption is supported by the results of Deshpande and Fleck [2000], Dannemann and Lankford Jr. [2000], McArthur et al. [2003] and Lee et al. [2006] who all show a linear-elastic region in aluminum foams tested at much higher strain rates using a Compressive Split Hopkinson Bar. The fluctuations in the curves appear to have a periodic nature to them with the magnitudes and locations of the peaks occurring at almost the same strains in both specimens. Lifshitz et al. [1994] and Shin et al. [1999] find that the high frequency ringing in one of the natural modes of vibration of the impactor are present in the results and the fluctuations do not represent actual loads placed on the specimen. Based on this it is concluded that the fluctuations observed in Figure 6.15 are due to noise and are not an indication that the foam deforms in a brittle fashion.

From Figure 6.16 it is seen that both the as-fabricated and the peak-aged (4 hrs at 220°C) aluminum foam specimens produce nearly identical stress-strain curves with the peak-aged foam showing a higher densification stress. This contrasts with the higher yield and plateau strengths observed in the as-fabricated aluminum foams over the similar peak-aged foams tested under static loading. However,
the magnitude of the increase in strength in the as-fabricated foams under static loading is less than the amplitude of the noise observed in the dynamic stress-strain curves. Indicating the change in the stress-strain behaviour is insignificant.

As a result of the similarities in the stress-strain curves of the as-fabricated aluminum foams and the artificially aged (4 hrs at 220°C) aluminum foams the energy absorption values are also similar. The total energy absorbed up to densification is identical for the two foam conditions with the as-fabricated foams showing a higher efficiency owing to the higher densification stresses observed in the artificially aged specimens.

Dynamic testing of as-fabricated and peak-aged aluminum foams indicate no benefit to aluminum foam mechanical properties is produced by the extra processing required for artificial aging.

**Aluminum Foam-Polymer Hybrid**

Unlike during static compression testing where the hybrid and the polymer specimens had similar appearances after testing, Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.21 a) show that while the polymer displays near full recovery of strain the hybrid demonstrates permanent deformation characterized by a loss in height and barreling. As in the case of static testing the lateral expansion and the strain recovery that is observed in the hybrid is attributed to the polymer filling. The full strain recovery in the polymer specimens indicate that the permanent deformation in the hybrid specimens are likely due to the plastic deformation of the aluminum foam component and not the polymer component of the hybrid. The strain that is recovered can be explained by the broken struts seen in Figure 6.21 c) which reduce the resistance to strain recovery in the polymer component.

The full strain recovery in the polymer and the maintenance of a semi-connected network of struts in aluminum foam component of the hybrid are a consequence of the materials not achieving densification during testing. This is evidenced by the Cushion factor being the lowest at the last
collected data points and the lack of a sharp increase in stress in the stress-strain curves for both materials shown in Figure 6.22. Previous testing performed on another elastomer (polyurethane rubber) by Doman [2004] shows that the sharp increase in stiffness, defined as densification in this investigation, occurs up to strain rates of $1200 \text{ s}^{-1}$. In the current study the lack of densification is caused by the full absorption of impact energy in the specimens prior to densification. Assuming that polymer and hybrid densification are similar as they are in static testing using a larger impact energy would allow the test to continue past the strains shown and it is expected that the materials would show the typical sharp increase in stress and minimum Cushion factor associated with densification.

Shown in Figure 7.4 is the stress-strain curve of an as-fabricated aluminum foam-polymer hybrid specimen compared to the linear addition of as-fabricated aluminum foam and Elvax® stress-strain curves. The observed behaviour of a larger slope in the hybrid compared to the linear addition prior to 0.2 and the lower slope after 0.2 is similar to the behaviour observed in Regions IIa and IIb in the static stress strain curve. It is therefore likely that the same deformation mechanisms that occur under static loading also occur for dynamic loading. Also visible at the beginning of the hybrid stress-strain curve are fluctuations. These fluctuations are attributed to the vibrations in the impact head, as they are in the aluminum foam stress-strain curves, since the magnitudes and the locations of the peaks are very similar in the stress-strain curves of both the as-fabricated and the age-hardened aluminum foam-polymer hybrids tested. Different from the aluminum foams where noise is present beyond densification, the hybrid stress-strain curves show a decrease in amplitude to almost zero by a strain of 0.2. This strain coincides with the beginning of Region IIb and hence the fracture of aluminum foam ligaments in the hybrid material. Based on the little noise present in the polymer stress-strain curve compared to noise still present beyond densification in the aluminum foam it is speculated that the elimination of noise in the hybrid at 0.2 strain is due to the increase in the stress supported by the polymer due to ligament fracture.
Figure 7.4: Compressive stress-strain curve of as-fabricated aluminum foam-polymer hybrid including a linear sum of the parent material curves under dynamic loading.

The similarity between the stress-strain curves of the as-fabricated aluminum foam-polymer hybrids and the peak-aged (4hr at 220°C) aluminum foam-polymer hybrids is consistent with previous findings of this investigation that when both aluminum foam conditions display similar stress-strain curves there is also little difference in the two hybrid materials. From this, the conclusion drawn for static and dynamic compression testing of aluminum foam and static compression testing of aluminum foam-polymer hybrid that no benefit in mechanical properties is obtained by the artificial aging treatment utilized in this study also holds for dynamic loading of the hybrid.

To compare the energy absorption properties of the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid to those of aluminum foam, the impact scenarios (i.e. IS1 and IS2) defined in Section 7.1 will be utilized with energy absorption values obtained from Figure 6.23. The results are listed in Table 7.2. It is clear that at the lower stress application (i.e. IS1) the aluminum foam outperforms the hybrid material which
requires more than 15 times the allotted specimen length to fully absorb the impact energy. The stress level in IS2 (i.e. 8 MPa) occurs at the point of intersection between the aluminum foam and the hybrid energy curves. It therefore not surprising that both the foam and the hybrid require the same specimen length to absorb the impact energy in IS2, however neither meets the length requirement.

By decreasing the contact area to 70 mm x 70 mm the crash box can still fit within the bumper and the maximum allowable stress in the crash box material is increased to approximately 10 MPa. This allows the hybrid material to operate at a stress level where the energy absorption efficiency is higher. By definition the stress at which the energy absorption efficiency is highest is the densification therefore if the densification stress of the hybrid were known the area of the crash box could be optimized to produce a length shorter than 310 mm. Further testing on the hybrid to obtain the densification stress at the present strain rate is required before an optimized energy absorption device can be made form this material.

Table 7.2: Energy absorbed per unit volume ($W$) at the maximum allowable stress level and the required length to absorb the impact energy of IS1 and IS2 for aluminum foam and aluminum foam-polymer hybrid under dynamic loading.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>IS1 ($U = 100$ J)</th>
<th>IS2 ($U = 5000$ J)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$W$ (mJ/mm$^3$)</td>
<td>$A$ (mm$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum Foam</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>4417.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum foam-polymer hybrid</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>4417.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be concluded that for a strain rate of 100 s$^{-1}$ aluminum foam performs better than the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid at low stress energy absorption applications (i.e. ~ 2 MPa). At higher stress levels which correspond to the densification stress of the hybrid material the performance of the aluminum foam is poor and the hybrid material is the much better choice.
7.3 Effect of Strain Rate on Stress-Strain Behaviour

Aluminum Foam

Figure 7.5 shows the stress vs. strain curves obtained from both dynamic testing and static testing of the as-fabricated foam. It can be seen that the foams do not show any significant strain rate sensitivity up to a rate of 100 s\(^{-1}\). This is agreement with the results published by Deshpande and Fleck [2000], Dannemann and Lankford Jr. [2000], McArthur et al. [2003] and Lee et al. [2006]. Deshpande and Fleck [2000] used the simple cubic cell model by Gibson and Ashby [1997], shown in Figure 2.4, to show that the strain rate at the cell edges, where the deformation takes place, is an order of magnitude lower than the macroscopic strain rate. This, in combination with strain rate insensitivity observed in the strength of AA6XXX alloys up to strain rates of \(10^3\) s\(^{-1}\) [Lindholm et al. 1971], explain the lack of strain rate sensitivity of Duocel® aluminum foam at the strain rates tested. One result of this is that the aluminum foam deforms by way of ligament bending and buckling in the same manner as observed at static strain rates [Deshpande and Fleck 2000].
Figure 7.5: Compressive stress-strain results of as-fabricated aluminum foam at static \((0.008 \text{ s}^{-1})\) and dynamic \((100 \text{ s}^{-1})\) strain rates.

The energy absorption in the aluminum foam is unchanged with strain rate. This can be seen by the fact that the same volume of foam is required for IS1 regardless of strain rate. This property makes designing energy absorbing devices with this material much easier as variations in impact rate do not affect the energy absorbed.

**Aluminum Foam-Polymer Hybrid**

Figure 7.6 shows the response of as-fabricated aluminum foam-polymer hybrid at static and dynamic loading conditions. It is apparent that the dynamic stress-strain curve displays an increased stress over the static stress-strain curve when deformed to the same strain. This is the result of steeper slopes in the dynamic stress-strain curve compared to the slopes in the equivalent regions of the static stress-strain curve. Out of the two parent materials only the polymer displays strain rate sensitivity,
shown in Figure 7.7. Polymers are visco-elastic in nature and at higher loading rates less time allowed for stress relaxation in the viscous component causes an increase in the apparent stiffness [Kaelble 1964]. This rate sensitive behaviour in the polymer is also responsible for an increase in the additional strength produced by the interaction between the foam ligaments and the polymer. This is seen by the larger difference in strength between the hybrid curve and the linear combination of foam and Elvax® under dynamic loading (Figure 7.4) compared to static loading (Figure 7.1).
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**Figure 7.6:** Compressive stress-strain results of as-fabricated aluminum foam-polymer hybrid at static (0.008 s⁻¹) and dynamic (100 s⁻¹) strain rates.
Figure 7.7: Compressive stress-strain results of Elvax® at static (0.008 s\(^{-1}\)) and dynamic (100 s\(^{-1}\)) strain rates.

The difference the rate sensitivity has on the energy absorption can be seen by comparing the length required for IS2 at both static and dynamic tests. It is clear that the specimen requires a much longer length for dynamic testing to absorb the same amount of energy. However if the area of the part is made smaller to accommodate the higher densification stress at dynamic rates the length requirement can still be achieved. Polymer rate sensitivity also indicates that in aluminum foam-polymer hybrid materials, where the energy absorption efficiency is higher than the parent material under static conditions (e.g. aluminum foam-polymer hybrid produced by Cheng and Han [2003]), may not be more efficient at higher loading rates. These issues highlight the importance of knowing the rate of impact and utilizing material data from the same impact rate when designing an energy absorbing device that is strain rate dependant. It is suggested that further testing on the Elvax® filled
aluminum foam at multiple strain rates be performed to assess its applicability in applications with known impact rates.

7.4 Mechanical Damping of Aluminum Foam and Aluminum Foam-Polymer Hybrid

Aluminum Foam

The initial open hysteresis loops displayed by the aluminum foam specimens are the result of strain hardening produced by microplastic yielding in the aluminum foam struts [Golovin et al. 2004b]. Microplastic yielding displays a non-linear stress-strain response and it occurs between the true elastic region and the yield stress as shown in Figure 2.5. Scanning electron microscopy performed on Duocel® aluminum foam which has been loaded-unloaded into this non-linear region by Zhou et al. [2004b] shows that dislocation slip bands are formed on select ligaments even though no observable deformation occurs. This is consistent with the findings for the D5L aluminum foam sample that no difference in height was measured. This however contradicts the loss of 0.1 mm in height in the case of the D5H aluminum foam sample. It is therefore thought that the plateau region of just under 0.002 strain in length (equal to a little less than 0.1 mm) in Figure 6.25 indicates the occurrence of plastic deformation in the specimen upon initial loading. Thus it is the production of dislocation slip bands during plastic deformation in the D5H specimen that is responsible for the initial open hysteresis loop.

Cyclic tension-compression tests under load control performed by Golovin et al. [2004b] on Alporas® closed cell aluminum foam show a gradual shift of the “zero” point in the stress-strain hysteresis loops towards compressive stresses and strains. The shift results in lower compressive stresses for the same strain. Golovin and Sinning [2003] attribute this shift to the accumulation of deformation in the specimens in the compression part of the tension-compression tests. In this
investigation, a shift in the level of compressive strain is not observed since testing was performed under displacement control and thus the maximum and minimum strains are fixed. However, a shift to lower compressive stresses is observed. It is speculated that this shift might also be due to the accumulation of deformation similar to the foams tested by Golovin and Sinning [2003] and Golovin et al. [2004b]. It is also speculated that the stabilization observed is due to the decreasing stress level. Due to the work hardening of the foam caused by deformation larger stresses are required to produce similar amounts of deformations. Since the stress is decreasing the amount of deformation per cycle decreases until the stress level is not high enough to produce any further deformation. It is thought that the higher strain amplitudes produce larger deformations and thus producing shifts in the stress-strain curves that are greater at higher amplitudes.

The cause of the horizontal line with a near constant stress level of 0 MPa at the bottom of the D5H stress-strain curve is unknown. It is likely from the fact that 0 MPa is attained when the platen must lose contact with the foam specimen. Only 0.1 mm of plastic deformation is measured in the D5H specimens and experimental setup ensures that the minimum compression on the specimen is 0.25 mm. The length of the line increases with testing potentially indicating a loss of specimen height. This is not an isolated occurrence as it happens when the testing is repeated. It is noted that the average damping values calculated from each repeated test show good agreement with each other. To determine the cause of this occurrence further investigation is required.

The decrease in the amount of energy dissipated (i.e. D) by the D5H aluminum foams throughout testing is the result of the lengthening horizontal line with near constant stress of 0 MPa. The increase in this line reduces the area within the stress-strain curve. Stabilization in D at approximately 100 cycles is a result of the stabilization in the shifting stress-strain hysteresis loop which also stabilizes the length of the horizontal line at 0 MPa. The variation in D over the length of the test causes a lower value of D for the stabilized (taken from the 190th cycle) foam than the average value. The D5L
specimen shows little difference between the average value of D and the value at the 190th cycle due to the approximately constant value of D from the 10th cycle up to the 190th cycle. For the purposes of comparison the stabilized value of D will be utilized. Comparing the stabilized values of D at both D5H and D5L test conditions the D for D5H is larger than the D displayed by the D5L specimens. This result is the consequence of the higher amplitude of testing. Higher strain amplitudes result in larger stress-strain hysteresis loops.

Comparing the stabilized values of η for D5H and D5L test conditions shows that η is larger for the D5H specimens. This indicates the aluminum foam displays amplitude dependant damping. This is consistent with many other damping studies performed on aluminum foam [Yu and He 1994, Banhart et al. 1996, Fu-sheng et al. 1997, Liu et al. 1998, Golovin and Sinning 2003, Golovin and Sinning 2004, Golovin et al. 2004a and Golovin et al. 2004b]. However, the strain amplitudes investigated in this study (> 10^-3) are larger than the strain amplitudes utilized in many of the other studies (≤ 10^-4) [Yu and He 1994, Banhart et al. 1996, Fu-sheng et al. 1997, Liu et al. 1998].

According to Golovin and Sinning [2003] the amplitude dependant damping mechanisms change from reversible dislocation motion (according to the Granato and Lücke [1956] vibrating string dislocation model) for strain amplitudes ≤ 10^-4 to damping due to microplastic deformation for strain amplitudes > 10^-4. It is suggested that aluminum foam due to its cellular structure and heterogeneous deformations displays amplitude dependant damping, with the high amplitude D5H specimens showing higher values of D and η than the D5L specimens. However, for a better understanding of the damping mechanisms that are occurring in the Duocel® aluminum foam testing up to 10^6 cycles and more detailed analysis should be performed.
Aluminum Foam-Polymer Hybrid

It has previously been shown by looking at the stress-strain curves of both the hybrid and aluminum foam that at the low strain values utilized in testing the majority of the stress is supported by the aluminum foam. Therefore the open hysteresis loops seen in the hybrid are caused by microplastic deformation in the aluminum foam. However in testing at high amplitudes (i.e. D5H) the support provided by the polymer against ligament bending inhibits the plastic deformation seen in the D5H aluminum foam specimens, instead resulting in microplastic yielding in the hybrid specimen. Therefore, in both D5H and D5L hybrid specimens it is suggested that the open hysteresis loop is due to the creation of dislocation slip bands in the aluminum foam component due to microplastic yielding in the foam.

The creation of new slip bands in the hybrid specimens due to microplastic yielding is thought to be responsible for the shifting stress-strain hysteresis loops, similar to aluminum foam. Again similar to aluminum foam it is suggested that the larger shifts in stress-strain hysteresis loops in the D5H hybrid specimens is due to the increase in microplastic yielding over the D5L hybrid specimens.

Comparing $\eta$ of the two amplitudes shows that the D5H specimens have a higher loss coefficient than the D5L specimens. The hybrid therefore displays amplitude dependant damping similar to the aluminum foam. Typically polymers do not show amplitude dependant damping [Nielsen 1974a]. It is therefore likely that the amplitude dependence is due to the aluminum foam component of the hybrid.

The hybrid is found to absorb more energy than aluminum foam at equivalent strain amplitude levels. This indicates that there is more than just dislocation damping in the hybrid. A combination of both damping in the polymer and damping at the aluminum foam-polymer interfaces are likely responsible for the increase in damping in the hybrid over the base aluminum foam. Polymers which are known to have high damping abilities dissipate energy by the viscous sliding of...
polymer chains [Kaelble 1964]. Interface damping is thought to be one source of damping in woodceramics filled with magnesium [Xian-Qing et al. 2002]. In areas where wetting is good and the bond is strong the deformation of the foam will produce higher local deformations in the polymer increasing the dissipated energy while in areas where the bond is weak friction produced by the relative motion the ligament and the polymer will again result extra energy dissipation [Lavernia et al. 1995]. The strength of the bond between the polymer and the aluminum foam is unknown and therefore the exact mechanism is unknown however an increase in damping occurs in both cases.

The result that the hybrid is a better damper than the aluminum foam under both amplitudes is promising. However, due to the strain rate dependence on the stress-strain curve of the polymer a different result may occur if the testing frequency is altered. As it stands the hybrid is a better choice than the aluminum foam in applications where the strain amplitudes and frequency are similar to the values used in this investigation. To expand on the range of potential applications it is suggested that testing at smaller amplitudes and over a range of frequencies be performed. Due to the microplastic yielding in the aluminum foam component further investigations into the stability of hybrid material beyond 190 cycles is also recommended.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Recommendations

8.1 Conclusions

The aims of the present work were to (a) design a new metal-polymer hybrid material utilizing open-cell aluminum foam that could be recycled, and (b) to assess the potential enhancement in the mechanical properties of the hybrid material in comparison with the base aluminum foam and polymeric filling material. Goal (a) was accomplished using a thermoplastic polymer with a high MI. Goal (b) was achieved by experimental analysis of foam, polymer and fabricated hybrid samples using static and dynamic compressive testing, as well as cyclic compressive testing for damping property analysis. The important conclusions on the mechanical behaviour assessment are as follows:

- When heat treatment is applied to the foam samples, artificial aging up to the peak-aged condition produces an enhancement to mechanical properties, including yield strengths and plateau strengths, energy absorption and energy absorption efficiency, over under-aged specimens.

- Comparing the mechanical properties under static loading conditions of the as-fabricated aluminum foam to the solutionized, air quenched and peak-aged aluminum foams it is seen that no benefit to the mechanical properties of the as-fabricated aluminum foam are achieved by aging.

- Similar to the findings for aluminum foam no benefit in mechanical properties is observed in the peak-aged aluminum foam-polymer hybrid compared to the as-fabricated aluminum foam-polymer hybrid. It is concluded the extra heat treatment procedure is not required.
• The hybrid shows four distinct stress-strain regions upon deformation. Region I is linear-elastic and shows a good approximation to the linear combination of polymer and foam stress-strain curves. The polymer filling has little effect on the stiffness of the hybrid. Region IIa shows an interaction effect between the polymer and the foam resulting in an increase over the strength predicted by the linear combination of polymer and foam curves. This is due to the polymer supporting the ligaments from bending and the ligaments preventing the polymer from expanding laterally. Some plastic deformation is still expected. In Region IIb the aluminum foam ligaments fail reducing the slope by allowing the polymer to expand laterally and reducing the area of aluminum foam capable of carrying load. By the end of Region IIb the hybrid stress-strain curve approaches the stress-strain curve for the polymer indicating the aluminum foam has little effect on the hybrid strength. Densification occurs in Region III. The polymer and hybrid curves are almost the same.

• Based on energy absorption efficiency the aluminum foam is a better energy absorbing material than the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid produced in this study.

• For static energy absorption applications where the maximum allowable stress is 2 MPa the aluminum foam is the better choice of the two materials. For a maximum allowable stress of 8 MPa the hybrid is the better choice.

• As in the case of static loading, under dynamic loading no benefit to the mechanical properties is observed in the peak-aged aluminum foams over the as-fabricated aluminum foams.
• Similar to the aluminum foam, under dynamic loading no benefit to the mechanical properties are observed in the peak-aged aluminum foam-polymer hybrid compared to the as-fabricated aluminum foam-polymer hybrid.

• For energy absorption applications at $100s^{-1}$ the aluminum foam is the best material to utilize in comparison to the hybrid when the maximum allowable stress is 2 MPa. If the maximum allowable stress is approximately the densification stress of the hybrid (above 10 MPa) the hybrid is the better choice.

• Similar to other studies on aluminum foam, the stress-strain curve of the aluminum foam in this study is found to be strain rate independent.

• Unlike aluminum foam the stress-strain curve of the aluminum foam-polymer hybrid is found to be strain rate dependant. The dependence on the rate of testing is due to the viscoelasticity in the polymer component of the hybrid.

• Aluminum foam is found to display amplitude dependant damping. This finding is in agreement with the other studies on aluminum foam damping.

• The aluminum foam-polymer hybrid is also found to display amplitude dependant damping. The hybrid also shows an increase in damping over the base aluminum foam. This increase is suggested to be due to the additional damping in the polymer and damping at the foam-polymer interface.

### 8.2 Recommendations

The following recommendations for future work involving both this hybrid and new hybrid materials are summarized below:
• In order to confirm the deformation mechanisms it is recommended that loading of the hybrid specimens up to a strain of 0.15 (i.e. middle of Regions IIa) and unloading, while measuring the unloading curve, be performed. The polymer should then be melted out and the resultant foam network be analyzed under SEM. The same procedure should be performed up to a strain of 0.3 (i.e. middle of Region IIb).

• The aluminum foam-polymer hybrid should be tested under more strain rates up to densification to assess potential applications.

• The promising damping properties of the hybrid material should be investigated further. Tests at strain amplitudes equivalent to potential service amplitudes should be performed to narrow down potential applications.

• Finally it is recommended that the use of higher relative density foam filled with Elvax® be investigated to see if the energy absorption efficiency the hybrid can be improved.
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